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research on

in

children"

the

prevention

(Centennial

and

History

Committee, 1980, p. 92).

This research setting was to become the context within which normalization and
development were applied as theoretical models for treatment in Nebraska.

For

example, Wolf Wolfensberger, a research scientist at NPI from 1964 to 1971,
became one of the leading proponents of the normalization concept in this
country

(see

professionals

Wolfensberger,
administering

1972).
the

Professionals

community

programs

from

NPI

along

initiated

a

with

zealous

advocacy of this new ideology.

This emerging professional paradigm was

not the primary force behind the

establishment of community programs in Nebraska.
parents

However,

seeking alternative services

the

professional

The major initiators were

and advocates pursuing human rights.

concurrence

did

lend

an

additional

legitimacy to the decentralized, community treatment movement.

sense

of

The model of

normalization and development also had a tremendous influence on the course of
treatment within community programs.

The system of state-supported community

programs in Nebraska served as an experimental setting for application of the
model; normalization and the developmental model became the basic foundation
for services in these programs (Lensink, 1976).

Community-Based Programs

In addition to special education programs for higher-functioning children with
mental retardation and the institutional care provided at BSH, the State of
Nebraska began providing public funds to community services for persons with
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action with implications for mental retardation services

occurred in 1967 when the Legislature created the Office of Mental Retardation
(OMR)

within the State Department of Health.

operated with two
assistant.

staff members,

limited

in

and

creating

establishing

needed

Initially,

the Division

the Coordinator/Director and

The duties of the Office

community programs

119

consisted of
new

programs,

programs

a

studying the existing
where needed.

however,

research

since

the

OMR was

Legislature

appropriated a maximum of only $50,000 from the General Fund for the creation
and operation of both the Office and the programs. lZO

An even more

Citizens'

significant event occurred in 1967 with the creation of the

Study Committee on Mental Retardation.

events led to the formation of the Committee.

The following sequence of

In the spring of 1967, a NebARC

committee proposed that a study be conducted of the residential facilities in
Nebraska.

This proposal, which was supported by Dr. Osborne, the Director of

the Department of Public Institutions, was then presented to the Governor's
Citizen Committee on Mental Retardation along with eight NebARC nominees to
constitute a study committee.

The Governor 1 s Committee accepted the proposal

and suggested four additional nominees to the study committee.

These twelve

members were officially appointed by Governor Tiemann as the Citizens' Study
Committee on Mental Retardation which was to function as a sub-committee of
the

Governor's

Citizen Committee on Mental Retardation.

The Committee was

forthright in specifying its ideological perspective listing five valuative
assumptions:
of legal,

1) a person with mental retardation is a human being deserving

human,

and social

righ~s

and should be

treated as

other human

beings; 2) intimate interaction should exist between services and communities;
3) maximal

contact

should

exist

between persons

being

served

families; 4) services should provide an optimal environment for the

and

their
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5) each person being served

should have access to an advocate who will safeguard her or his interest.

As a result of extensive investigation of existing services,

.
d scat h'1ng cr1t1c1sms
. . .
issue
o f t h e current sys t em. 122

Nebraska today has
retarded.

Stated the Committee:

The existing condition is one of the blackest pages in

large

retarded.

the Committee

an archaic and fruitless program for the mentally

our state's book.
their

121

Public zoos traditionally spend more to care for

animals

. . .

than

is

spent

to

care

for

the

mentally

Dehumanization of retardates is a result of our present

Nebraska condition.

Retardates who could be trained to use the bathroom;

to wash and clean themselves, are often sentenced to living in their
untrained condition and to waste away without attention (pp. 11-13).

The Committee proffered explicit and detailed recommendations.

recommendations

Several of the

concerned the provision of more resources and authority to

state agencies administering mental retardation programs.

The Committee also

urged the development of community services and protection of specific rights
for persons with mental retardation.
repeal

of

sterilization

laws

For example, the Committee advocated the

discriminating

against

persons

with mental

retardation.

Responding

to

the

Committee's

significant legislation in 1969.
the

creation,

state.

funding,

report,

the

Nebraska

Unicameral

enacted

One of the most important laws provided for

and coordination of community-based programs in the

The legislation also moved the Office of Mental Retardation (OMR)

under the Department of Public Institutions and created an advisory committee
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to OMR consisting of professionals and lay persons.

123

The act defined the

purposes of OMR, delineated the duties of the director, and enabled OMR to
direct

state

funds

to

community mental

retardation services.

OMR could

provide state monies on a grant basis to fund up to 60% of the community
programs.

The initial state appropriation for the community-based service

component for FY69-70 was

$209, 705.

State funding increased dramatically

thereafter.

In 1973,

the Legislature enacted new legislation that established taxing

authority and increased state funding to 75% of the community programs' costs.
The law also completed the framework for the current system of community
mental retardation services in Nebraska by establishing six mental retardation
service

regions

in

the state.

124

Under this

structure,

parent-initiated

services became primarily state funded and new programs emerged.

In 1977, the Office of Mental Retardation began disbursing funds to regions on
an aid payment basis.
State

Attorney

This method of funding regions was the result of a

General's

opinion

advising

the

Department

of

Public

Institutions that the funding relationship with regions was one of disbursing
funds

to

the

. 1 ature. 125
L eg1s
require a

regions

within

the

fund

amounts

appropriated

by

the

The opinion also indicated that such a relationship did not

contractual agreement or the Department to reimburse regions based

on services provided,

such as reimbursing on a unit of service basis.

This

funding procedure, i.e. aid disbursement, is the current system used for state

funding of regions.

In conjunction with this new found state support came increased support from

counties and the federal government.

Community-based program funding from a
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county governmental body appears to have originally occurred in 1968 when
Douglas County appropriated $110, 000 to the Greater Omaha Associations for
. .
C1t1zens

Retarde d

(GOARC)

program.

126

Wi"th

t he

f ormation
.

of

menta 1

retardation regions through the Interlocal Cooperation Act counties began to
provide

direct

fund

support

to

community-based programs.

In

1969,

the

Legislature set the local/county contributions at forty percent of the total
funding with up to three-fourths of the local contribution allowed to be in
the

form

of

"soft match,"

i.e.

facilities,

fixtures,

etc.

127

In 1973,

legislation changed the local rate to one local/county dollar for each three
dollars from the state.

The local match could include "in-kind services, and

income from workshops and room and board payments."

128

A surge of federal support occurred in the 1960s and early 1970s.

President

Kennedy created the President's Panel on Mental Retardation in 1961.

This

tremendously influential panel published a report in 1962 containing a number
of recommendations pertaining to improvement in society's treatment of the
mentally retarded.

One of these recommendations urged the development of

community-centered programs (Maloney

& Ward,

the

and

Mental

Retardation

Facilities

Construction Act which provided funds
October,

1970,

Facilities

In 1963, Congress enacted

Community Mental

Health Centers

for treatment and research.

129

In

Congress passed the Developmental Disabilities Service and

Construction

developmental

1979).

Act.

perspective.

130

The

The

legislation

amendments

is

replaced

notable
the

for

term

its

mental

retardation with the term developmental disabilities which referred to:

disabilities

attributable

to

mental

retardation,

cerebral

palsy,

epilepsy, or another neurological condition of an individual ... closely
related to mental retardation or to require treatment similar to that
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required for a mentally retarded individual, which disability originates
before such individual attains age 18, which has continued or can be
expected to continue indefinitely, and constitutes a substantial handicap

. d.1v1. dua 1 . 131
to t h e in

In addition, the new legislation replaced references to clinical training with
the term interdisciplinary training.
assist

states

in

developing plans

This legislation was intended to:
to

meet

the

needs

of persons

1)

with

developmental disabilities; 2) provide funds to construct facilities for the
provision of developmental disability services; 3) provide funding for the
implementation of services for the developmentally disabled; 4) support local
planning
support

and

assistance applied to developmental disability services;

training

of

personnel

required

to

provide

services

for

5)

the

developmentally disabled and encourage research regarding staff and personnel
needs;

and

6)

support

research

developmental disability services.

regarding

the

effective

provision

of

132

Federal support also became available directly to community programs.

In

1968, Douglas County received a Facility Establishment Grant from the Federal
Rehabilitation

Services

facility equipment.

for increasing staffing and purchasing additional

133

In 1970, community-based programs received a source of federal funds which
quickly become
programs:

the

second

largest

source of funding

Title XX of the Social Security Act.

134

for community-based

Originally, Title XX was

limited to non-medical social services for persons categorically related to

federal entitlement programs.

Title XX allowed the state to purchase social

services from approved service providers and receive seventy-five percent
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Community-based programs (after 1973, the

mental retardation regions) were approved by the state's Department of Social
Services as service providers under Title XX regulations.

Other forms of federal funding also became available.

Medicaid became an

important funding source for persons in the community-based component of the
state's

mental

retardation

For

system.

eligible

persons

served

in

community-based programs, Medicaid provides fifty-eight percent of the funding
for medical services.
income,

resources,

Each person's eligibility is determined by her or his

and disability.

A person's categorical eligibility for

Medicaid is through the Aid to the Disabled Program.

Persons with mental retardation also became eligible to receive Supplemental
Security Income (SSI) benefits and/or State Supplemental Assistance (SSA) to
SSI.

135

As with Medicaid, eligibility for SSI or SSA is determined by income,

resource guidelines, and disability.

Funding from SSI and SSA is received

directly or in behalf of individuals.

Such funds are perhaps the single most

important sources of payment from persons to community-based programs for
payment of room and board for operation of community-based facilities. In
addition, persons in the community-based service component, as well as those
in the ICF/MR component, became eligible for Social Security benefits through
the parent's Social Security account as a disabled dependent.

With this support from county, state, and federal resources, community-based
mental retardation programs flourished.

In Region I,

consisting of eleven

panhandle counties, all programs regionalized by mutual agreement on July 1,
1976.

These parent-initiated programs continued to offer quality mental

retardation service, but with the assistance of public funds.

136

By 1977,
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Region I served 139 clients.

137

Region II consisted of 17 counties in the

southwest part of the state· and had its regional office in McCook.

With

public -funding, new programs and program expansions occurred in North Platte,
McCook, Ogallala, Cozad, Imperial, and Elwood.

138

One hundred sixty-eight

clients were receiving community-based services in Region II by 1977·

139

By

1971, the 22 counties in Region III had signed agreements under the Interlocal
Cooperation Act.

By 1975, the Region had seven community programs

years later, were serving 375 clients.

141

140

that two

In Region IV, serving 22 counties

in the northern part of the state, the regional Office of Developmental
Disabilities was incorporated in December of 1971.
1974

as

a

governmental

inter-local

The office reorganized in

cooperative.

In

addition

to

parent-initiated programs in Norfolk and Columbus, services emerged in Wayne,
South Sioux City, Bloomfield, Valentine, O'Neill and Lyons.

On May 24, 1979,

Keya Paha and Cherry counties withdrew from the Region IV interlocal agreement
and, through a separate interlocal agreement, administered services through
the

Keya

Paha-Cherry

County

Mental

[Retardation]

Service.

By

1979,

approximately 350 clients were receiving services under the supervision of the
IV o ff-ice. 142
Region

In the

southeastern portion of Nebraska, Region V

initially consisted of 14 counties.

Two more counties were added in 1974.

October 1974, the sixteen counties had signed interlocal agreements.

By

By 1976,

five community programs were being funded through the regional office in
144
L inco 1n 143 an d b y 1977 were serving 4 79 persons with menta 1 retar d ation.

In 1970, the five counties in Region VI formed the Eastern Nebraska Community
Office of Retardation (ENCOR)

145

which became a model service delivery system

providing residential, vocational, educational, social, and support services

to all five counties

(see Lens ink,

1976).

mental retardation services in Region VI.

146

By 1977, 639 clients received
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growth was not unadulturated,

In 1975,

however.

national expenditure ceiling on Title XX funds.

Congress placed a

For Nebraska, this action

reduced Title XX funds to community-based mental retardation services by more
than -$1.6 million between FY74-75 and FY75-76.
pernicious

effects

d . 147
. .
e 11m1nate

on

community

However,

through

services:

This funding reduction had

Many

continued

services

state

support,

were

entirely

the

regional

programs soon resumed their growth.

In

the

middle

1970s

the

responsibility for

serving school-aged children

shifted to the public schools, and community programs began to specialize in
adult services.
Legislature,

This shift

in emphasis started in 1973 when the Nebraska

anticipating federal

legislation,

enacted a law requiring the

State Board of Education to provide appropriate educational programs for all
handicapped children, ages 5-18 by October 1, 1976.
was extended to 21 in 1976.

149

(effective by 1978) to require a

handicapped

children.

In

The upper age limit

The anticipated federal legislation was the

Education for all Handicapped Children Act.
1975

148

1978,

15

free

Nebraska

°

Congress passed this Act in

appropriate education for all
extended

the

school

responsibility to the education of preschool handicapped children.

system's

151

In the early 1980s, a number of private community-based mental retardation
programs

emerged.

Martin

Beatrice, Omaha, and York.

Luther

Home

developed

community programs

at

Bethphage Mission established programs in Holdrege

and a group home in Lincoln.

Other community programs that evolved include

Youth Care, Inc. in Omaha and Developmental Services Corporation in Hastings.
Community-based programs
early 1980s.

continued their growth and evolution through the

By 1984, 2,290 clients were being served by private and public
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These programs established a standard

of excellence that was recognized throughout the world.
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8.

The Human Rights Model

Ward Tl
Twenty-five small boys and girls and 2 staff on ... the
day room noise level is tremendously high ... no place for
privacy
TV blaring away but nobody watching it ...
urine on the floor.
- Robert Perske

The human rights model has been expressed most conspicuously in litigation.
However,

state legislative action and private social activism have also been

prompted by this perspective.

The human rights model originated in civil

rights activity in the

At this time, black Americans sought equal

1950s.

opportunity and treatment through social activism, litigation, and legislative
change.

Although initially associated with racial equality, the human rights

model eventually became a banner for other oppressed groups.
groups

identified by religion,

gender,

national origin,

pursued their constitutionally protected rights.

By the 1960s,

and age actively

It was not until the 1970s,

however, that advocates made substantial progress in safeguarding the human
rights of persons with developmental disabilities
mental retardation) and mental health problems.
institutions established and defined a
refuse

intrusive

treatments,

153

and

(including persons with

Litigation involving mental

right to treatment,
procedural

rights

152
in

a

right to

commitment

.
154
procee d ings.

Society had long singled out persons with mental retardation for disparate
treatment in such areas as marriage,

-voting,

and obtaining a drivers'

child-bearing, adoption, child-rearing,

license.

Representatives of persons with

mental disabilities began questioning the rationality of this discrimination.
Advocates also identified the absence of human rights protections in mental
retardation service programs.

Some of the rights that representatives
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advocated protection of were:

1) the

right to procedural due process

in

commitment procedures including the right to representation in an adversarial
hearing; 2) the right to effective habilitation or treatment; 3) the right to
treatment in the least restrictive manner; 4) the right to refuse certain
types

of

habilitation;

5)

the

right to be free from labor constituting

involuntary servitude; 6) the right to privacy; and, 7) the right to associate
. h persons wit
. h out menta 1 retar d ation.
.
155
wit

(See Yohalem

& Manes,

1983; Cook,

1983.)

The legal concept that became the most popular with human rights activists and
litigants was the least restrictive alternative.

This concept is actually a

judicial test of state action rooted in certain amendments of the United
States

Constitution.

mental

retardation,

In litigation involving the
the

Fourteenth Amendment

has

rights of persons with
been preeminent.

This

amendment states in part that, "No state ... shall deprive any person of life,
liberty,

or property,

without due process of law; nor deny to any person

within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws."
the judiciary,

the first

clause,

involves two protections.

referred to as

As interpreted by

the due process

clause,

One, procedural due process, requires that certain

procedures be followed in a hearing or trial before a state may deprive a
person of life,

liberty, or property.

The second,

substantive due process,

restricts certain state actions apart from the procedures used to attain the

state objectives.

The second clause,

referred to as the Equal Protection

Clause, requires states to treat equally persons similarly situated or to show
a

rational

basis

for

not

doing

so.

These

protections

have

various

applications for the regulation of mental retardation services (see Turnbull,
Ellis,

Boggs,

Brooks & Biklen,

1981).

The appropriate analysis under the

Fourteenth Amendment is the least restrictive alternative (see Bastress,

1974).

Where

two
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options

exist

that will

meet

a

state objective,

the

principle of the least restrictive means requires the state to choose the
option that is less restrictive.

In the area of developmental disabilities,

the least restrictive alternative principle began to be referred to as an
extralegal

professional

concept

closely

tied

developmental/normalization perspective as one can see

to

the

from the following

statement:

The least restrictive alternative requires that any intervention be the
least intrusive into, and least disruptive of, the individual's life, and
represent the least departure from normal patterns of living, that can be
effective

in

meeting

individual's

the

developmental

needs.

(Accreditation Council, 1978, p. 42)

The

principle

became

the

rallying

deinstitutionalization.

For

these

cry

for

advocates,

persons
the

advocating

least

restrictive

alternative meant that:

a person should not be hospitalized, with drastic curtailment of liberty
involved, if he can be treated in a community ... The right to be treated
in a setting less restrictive than an institution [is]
constitutional principle of the least drastic means

with least restrictive alternative].

required by the

[a term synonomous

(Mental Health Law Project, 1973,

pp. 27-28).

Another popular concept, derived more from a human rights as opposed to a
legal

perspective,

was

dignity

of

risk.

This

theory

proposed

overprotection of persons with disabilities robs those persons of

that
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individuality and potential for growth.

Custodial care of people with mental

retardation in a safe protective environment is dehumanizing.

Only through

encountering normal risks can persons exhibit such attributes as courage and
dignity.

Although interaction with the real world may be dangerous, it is the

right of all persons and necessary to achieve self-respect (Persky, 1972).
The

dignity

of

risk

concept

became

an

additional

rationale

for

deinstitritionalization.

By the 1970s, journalistic exposes were portraying institutions as deathtraps
and snakepits.
facilities,

and dehumanizing effects abounded (National Institute of Mental

Health, 1976).
concept

Stories of mistreatment, financial exploitation, deteriorating

of

This picture of institutions, combined with the professional

normalization,

the

legal

concept

of

the

least

restrictive

alternative, the human rights concept of dignity of risk, and the availability
of community options

created the atmosphere for the deinstitutionalization

movement.

The Beatrice State Home

Since the inception of institutional care for persons with mental retardation
in Nebraska, the institutional population grew unabated until the late 1960s.
One can identify sporadic references concerning dissatisfaction with the large
institutional model before this period.
report,

156

For example,

in the 1939 biennial

Superintendent Burford noted:

There is a belief among some psychologists that a person's ability to
adjust into normal society will lose effectiveness upon confinement in an

institution for the feebleminded.

This is because the background of the

OMRA a
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individual is such that he does not have to meet the challenge of higher
levels of performance.
mentally,

especially

So that it is better for those who are subnormal
on

the

upper

levels,

to

attempt

to make

an

adjustment in society rather .than to thrust them into an institution
where they may lose what little social experience they have had.

After

all, by far the biggest percentage of those who are subnormal mentally
are not confined in state institutions,

but are making some kind of

adjustment in society. (p. 268)

Despite this

admonition,

the institutional model continued to dominate in

Nebraska and the rest of the nation.

An impetus toward deinstitutionalization occurred with the formation of the
Citizens' Study Committee on Mental Retardation in 1967.
detailed recommendations
number

of

committee

residents
also

concerning BSH.

from

approximately

advocated

institutionalized.

improved

The Committee made

It suggested a
2300

to

conditions

850
for

in

reduction in the
six years.

residents

The

remaining

For example, the committee recommended an improvement in

staff/resident ratios

and creation of developmental training programs

for

resi"d ents. 157

In the succeeding years, the population at the Beatrice State Home decreased
dramatically.
rather

than

Security Act

However, this reduction resulted from a federal funding scheme
recommendations
(Medicaid)

by

the

Committee.

Title XIX of the Social

allowed eligible certified medical facilities

·
·
receive
payment f or me d.ica 1 services
prov1·d e d

to e 1.1g1·b1 e

persons.

158

to
In

1969, ESH was certified as an Intermediate Care Facility (ICF) which allowed
the institution to be paid as a licensed medical facility for services
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provided to eligible persons.

This provision allowed as much as fifty-eight

percent of care costs to be reimbursed with federal funds.

The impact to the

state was to obtain over fifty percent federal funding for the total operating
Title XIX,

costs of BSH and eventually other state-operated ICF/MR units.
however,

required

that an Independent Professional Review team determine

whether long-term institutional care was appropriate for each resident.

For

each person found ineligible for Title XIX funds, the facility administration
had a duty to locate an appropriate placement (Scheerenberger, 1976, p. 79).

Many persons at BSH in 1969 were found not to be eligible for Title XIX funds
and were transferred out of BSH and into community-based programs, nursing
h omes,

.
159
and o th er services.

From June 30,

resident population decreased from 1, 945

1969 to June 30,

to 1, 485.

160

1971,

the

By the next year,

however, this institutional exodus had slowed considerably.

161

When the state became involved in providing community services, parent groups
such as NebARC shifted their function from providing services to advocating
the

rights

of persons with mental retardation.

On March 24, 1972, NebARC

created the Committee on the Human and Legal Rights of the Mentally Retarded.
The

purpose

facilities
.

of

the

and to

retar d ation.

162

Committee

was

report violations

to

examine

of the

state

rights

mental

retardation

of persons with mental

The Committee reported its findings on July 8, 1972.

After a

detailed examination of the Beatrice State Home, the Committee concluded, " ...
even at its best, Beatrice presents a panorama of warehousing and storage."

163

The Committee criticized the perceived lack of privacy, absence of sanitary
conditions,
treatment

and disregard for
philosophy

was

resident

readily

rights and

identifiable:

freedoms.

The existing

"Custody,

instead

development, illustrates the life of a resident at Beatrice."

164

The

of

OMRA a
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Committee recommended that the Governor be given 30 days to respond to the
allegations.
action.

Should the Governor fail to do so, the Committee suggested court

The determination of the Committee was evident from the report's

concluding phrase --

11

cooperation yes, compromise no!

11165

When the Governor did not respond as the Committee wished, NebARC filed a
class action lawsuit on September 28, 1972, in the United States District
Court for the District of Nebraska.
case of Horacek v. Exon.

166

.

Thus began protracted litigation in the

The complaint alleged violation of federal civil

rights statutes and seven constitutional amendments and sought declaratory and
injunctive relief.
Michael LaMontia;

The defendants, Governor James J. Exon; Director of DPI,
Director of Medical Services, Jack Anderson; Director of

OMR, William Falls; and Superintendent of BSH, M.E. Wyant, filed a motion to
dismiss which Judge Urbom denied on March 23, 1973.

In

the

succeeding

Initially,
Citizens

the

years,

plaintiffs

the

composition

of

the

plaintiffs

changed.

included the Nebraska Association for Retarded

and the parents of five institutionalized youths representing the

class of others similarly situated.

Because of organized parental opposition

to deinstitutionalization and the law suit, 69 residents opted out of the
plaintiff class by July 18, 1975.

On June 5, 1974, the Court dismissed the

Nebraska Association for Retarded Citizens as a plaintiff for lack of standing
(absence of sufficient interest or injury).

The Association subsequently

joined with the National Center for Law and the Handicapped as amicus curiae
(a group with special interest or expertise that the Court allows to file a
brief on behalf of one of the parties).

On March 28, 1975, the Court allowed

the United States Department of Justice to become a plaintiff-intervenor or a

party to the action.
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The Beatrice chapter of the ARC and others opposed to the lawsuit left the
ranks of NebARC and helped form the Nebraska Chapter of the Mental Retardation
(Frohboese & Sales, 1980).

Association of America (MRAA)

Although genuinely

concerned with human rights, the MRAA Nebraska Chapter opposed the lawsuit on
the basis that i t would eliminate institutional care as an option, thereby
diminishing parental

mental

retardation

choice

in

(Frohboese

service
&

Sales,

decisions

1980).

for

their

children with

On August 27,

1975,

the

District Court granted the MRAA amicus status.

In 1975, the lawsuit was transferred from Lincoln to Omaha,
commenced before District Judge Albert Schatz.
begun,

the

parties

entered

into

negotiations

and the trial

Shortly after the trial had
that

resulted

in a

formal

agreement representing a consensus view about how mentally retarded citizens
should be served in Nebraska.

This agreement, or Consent Decree was approved

by the Court on October 31, 1975.

Some of the major features in the detailed

agreement included a guarantee of the protection of constitutional rights for
residents,

the

creation of

a

mental

retardation panel to draft a plan of

implementation for the terms of the agreement, and a guideline for reduction
of

the

Beatrice

July 1, 1975)

State

Developmental

Center

population from 1,026 to

The Legislature, however,

250

(BSDC,

the name was

changed

residents within three years.

failed to fund the mental retardation panel before

it could prepare the plan of implementation.

Eventually, the parties agreed
By November of 1978, the

to a substitute panel consisting of three members.

panel had prepared and presented a plan of implementation to Governor Exon.
Charles Thone became governor,

however,

and

drafted

substitute plans.

On

November 10, 1980, the third draft of Thane's plan was submitted to the Court.
Supporting the Thone' s

Plan were

the plaintiff class, the defendants,

the

guardian ad litem who had been court-appointed to represent the interests of

the

-

----~----

-

---

?
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Opposed to the Thone Plan and

urging the Court to adopt the Panel Plan were the plaintiff-intervenor United
States Department of Justice, the Nebraska Association for Retarded Children,
and the National Center for the Law and the Handicapped.

The Court adopted the Thone Plan on September 15, 1981.

The Court reasoned

that the Thone Plan was realistic and just and conformed to the terms of the
initial agreement.

The Court found that the Thone Plan possessed a number of

advantages over the Panel Plan.

First, the Panel Plan required the Nebraska

Mental Retardation Panel to supervise the daily implementation of the plan and
Consent Decree,

thus

intruding

on

state

sovereignty.

Second,

the Court

commended the Thone Plan for allowing parental participation in the placement
process within the parameters of the Consent Decree.

A third advantage of the

Thone Plan concerned the ultimate reduction in population at BSDC; the Thone
Plan envisioned a reduction in certifiable residential beds to 344 over a five
year period, as opposed to 250 over a three year period as suggested in the
Consent Decree.

The Court concluded from expert testimony that a goal of 250

residents would be an unrealistic and arbitrary minimum that could result in
"dumping" individuals, who could be more beneficially served at BSDC, into
community programs inappropriate for the individual's needs or prior to the
time that necessary community alternatives could be made available.

The Court

held that the Thone Plan provided a more realistic and feasible goal that
would avoid a deleterious "dumping" effect.

The Court pointed out that the Consent Decree did not require a reduction to
250 residents within three years, but rather, if such condition was not met,
the burden of persuasion would be on the defendants to show the alternative to
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be in accordance with the agreement.

In the Court's view, the Thone Plan met

this burden.

The Plan specified a number of guidelines to direct specific implementation
procedures.

These included the following:

1) residents were not to be moved

from BSDC or the regional centers until alternative services appropriate for
the

individual

individual
parents

or

were

evaluation;
guardians;

available;
3) any
4) a

2) placement

transfer

resident

of

of

each

residents

could move

to

resident
required

a

less

required
input from

restrictive

alternative only if personal safety and proper habilitation and care could be
guaranteed; 5) to the extent possible, a cross section of institutionalized
persons were to be placed in community programs; 6) children should be placed
with their natural families; 7) community programs should be designed to serve
severely handicapped persons;

8) to

the extent possible,

each area should

provide comprehensive services; and 9) the immediate emphasis should be placed
on providing community options for persons without severe handicaps.

These goals were designed to assure the human rights of the individual through
an effective system of services.

The Plan purported to support the following

principles:

a.

The right to have needs adequately met in the manner which least
restricts liberty;

b.

The right to receive services necessary to meet basic human needs;

c.

The right to be protected from harm, including the harm caused by
not receiving adequate services;
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right

to
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make

grievances,

if any,

and have them resolved

speedily and fairly;

e.

The right to be in the mainstream of community life as much as
possible consistent with harmonious living and personal health and
safety;

f.

The right to be treated according to one's age and needs;

g.

A service system that has reasonable funding within the overall
limitations imposed by funds available to operate all aspects of
State government;

h.

A service system that has all types

of services regardless of

severity of disability as close to the local level as reasonably
possible and desirable;

i.

A service system that places day-to-day decision-making authority
closest

to

the

citizen involved,

subject,

however,

to overall

coordination and oversight from the funding level; and

j.

A service system that is open and accessible to public scrutiny.
(p. 10).

In terms of implementation, the Plan provided for individual evaluation of
each member of the class and placement in community programs if deemed the
least

restrictive

treatment

alternative.

The

Plan

also

called

supervision, evaluation, accreditation, and adequate funding of mental

for
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retardation programs.
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The Plan delegated responsibility to OMR to prepare

·annual progress reports on the Plan of Implementation and to submit them to
the Governor.

Three of these progress reports have been prepared to date

addressing, point by point, the progress the state has made in implementing
the

detailed recommendations

found within the Plan.

With regard to the

lawsuit, the Plan provided that any party may petition the Court for dismissal
of the action after June 30, 1982.

On December 14, 1983, the defendants filed

a motion to dismiss which the Court granted on January 31, 1984.
Horacelc v. Exon is now history,

but the implications

for

The case of

current services

continue.

Other Institutions

The human rights and associated deinstitutionalization movement were also
reflected in the activities of the church-run institutions,
drastically

than BSDC.

At

Martin

Luther

Home,

although less

a prototype cottage was

constructed in the late 1960s with plans to build more.

With the advent of

the deinstitutionalization movement and the emphasis on community programming,

further

construction was

residents

halted.

in the early 1970s.

167

Bethphage

Mission

served

Over the next 10 to 15 years,

over

300

Bethphage

underwent its own deinstitutionalization drive and reduced its campus based

clientele

to

187.

168

Both

corporations

shifted

their

emphasis

to

community-based services.

The mental retardation services provided by the regional centers also felt the
impact

of

licensing

the

human

rights

standards were

movement.

created to

In the

1970's,

accreditation and

assure quality services.

One of the

primary objectives of these standards was the protection of human rights.

To
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facilities,

including the

regional centers, were

required to meet ICF/MR licensing requirements.

In the early 1970s, the Norfolk Regional Center continued to provide services
on

its

mental

retardation ward.

By 1975,

the unit had failed to meet

accreditation standards, and thus was not licensed as an ICF/MR.

169

Although

improvements were attempted, the 1975 biennial report reflected little hope of
meeting

the

standards

without

a

major

construction project.

The mental

retardation unit achieved licensure for a six month period in 1976 but, after
this period, terminated their program.

Some residents were reclassified and

absorbed into other Norfolk Regional Center programs while others were picked
.
170
up b y community programs.

At the Hastings Regional Center (HRC), the Developmental Unit for Children
licensed as an ICF /MR in November 1977.

(DUC) was

171

In an atmosphere of

strong anti-institution sentiments, however, government officials

retardation advocates, in 1978, suggested eliminating the program.

and mental

172

In July

1978, a public hearing was conducted on the campus of HRC by state senators.
Parents protested the proposed program termination so vehemently that the
suggestion was dropped.

In October 1977,
(CCS/MR)

173

the Comprehensive Care Service Mental Retardation Program

(then called the Comprehensive Care Unit) at the Lincoln Regional

Center received accreditation by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of
Hos pi tai's;

174

however,

serious violations
other

in February 1979,

accreditation was

revoked due to

of the Accreditation Council for Mentally Retarded and

Developmentally Disabled

Persons

(ACMR/DD)

regarding restraint and isolation of a resident.

standards,

particularly

By October 1979, CCS/MR had
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lost its certification as an ICF/MR by the State Department of Health.

Staff

changes were made shortly thereafter, and temporary certification was regained
for

By 1981, improvements were

three-month periods starting in late 1979.

substantial,

and CCS/MR was fully certified for two years.

obtained certification for three years.

Acc~editation

profitable
required

175

requirements made i t difficult for some facilities to operate a

ICF/MR
a

In 1983, CCS/MR

program.

large

number

deinstitutionalization

and

To be -financially feasible,
of

the

clients,

but

availability

with

of

these

the

community

programs had difficulty filling their licensed beds.

facilities

mood

of

programs,

the

Keahaven in Neligh was

licensed as an ICF/MR with a capacity of 24 beds in January of 1977.
by November of that year i t terminated its licensure.

However,

Rest Haven (eventually

renamed Sandhills Manor) at Broken Bow was licensed for 24 beds in 1977, but

could only attract a maximum of 12 to 15 residents.
the program in 1979.
12 beds

in

176

The facility discontinued

Haven Home in Kenesaw obtained ICF/MR licensure for

1977 and an additional 12 beds in 1980.

maximum of 18 residents and was discontinued in 1981.

The program served a

177

Blue Valley Lutheran

Home obtained ICF/MR licensure for 85 beds in December, 1977.

The program was

discontinued in 1982 because of difficulties in attracting eligible clients
. .
and qualified

staff.

178

Beighley Care Home in Lincoln was licensed as an

ICF /MR in 1976, but had problems meeting accreditation standards.
.
the administration of the program was assumed by Bethphage Mission,

Today,

the

only private

Bethphage Mission is
ICF/MR

licensure

the

in 1980.

ICF/MR not

In 1981 ,'

Inc.

178

administered by Martin Luther Home or

Omaha Developmental

Center

(ODC)

which attained

ODC had its license revoked later in 1980, but

corrected the deficiencies and obtained relicensure.
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The human rights model was the direct force behind deinstitutionalization and
improvement of the conditions for those who remained institutionalized.

The

human rights model continues to be a basic theme today and provides a standard
by which all services are judged.
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Current Mental Retardation Services

Never measure the height of a mountain until you have
reached the top.

Then you will see how low it was.
-Dag Hammarskjold

From an historical analysis of the seven models, one can better understand the
great variety of service options available to persons with mental retardation
in Nebraska

today.

Reflecting

the

influence

of all seven models,

continues to be the largest residential facility in the state.

BSDC

As a result of

the availability of community programs and the conclusion of civil rights
litigation,

the population at BSDC has been reduced to approximately 460

residents.

BSDC operates by the philosophy that, for some individuals, an

intermediate

care facility is the least restrictive alternative that will

satisfactorily meet their needs.
intensity in care.

These individuals tend to require greater

The facility currently operates under the developmental

and human rights models and offers a wide range of developmental services for
its residents.

Although Bethphage Mission and Martin Luther Home both originated under an
asylum model,

both currently function under developmental/normalization and

human rights models.

Each facility is licensed as an ICF/MR and primarily

serves residents with severe or profound mental retardation or with multiple

handicaps.

Bethphage

currently

reports

individuals reside at Martin Luther Home.

serving

187

clients

while

136
'

The developmental services at both

facilities are similar to those found at BSDC.
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The Department of Public Institutions continues to provide specialized mental
retardation

services

at

licensed as an ICF/MR.

two

of

the

regional centers

that have programs

The Lincoln Regional Center's CCS/MR unit is licensed

for 21 persons with mental retardation who also possess an additional mental
or emotional disability.

At the Hastings Regional Center, approximately 15

children reside in the DUC which is licensed for 21 persons with mental
retardation and additional medical/physical problems.

Two other facilities are licensed as ICF/MR in Nebraska:

Bethphage Mission

operates an ICF/MR facility in Lincoln licensed for 38 residents, and Omaha
Developmental Center, a nonprofit corporation, is licensed for 49 beds.

As previously discussed, community programs originated in the community model
and were subsequently supported by the normalization/developmental and human
rights models.

Community-based programs

continue to be organized into six

regions and supervised by regional governing boards, consisting of an elected

county

commissioner

or

supervisor

from

each

county within

the

region.

Planning, supervision, and disbursing state funds for the community programs
are the duties of OMR.
private

community-based

In addition to publicly administered programs, six
programs

exist

in

Nebraska.

reflect the concepts of normalization and human rights.
a

less

restrictive

community.

Services

retardation

programs

environment

allowing

maximal

Community programs
Clients are served in

interaction

with

the

in community-based programs, as with all other mental
in Nebraska,

reflect

the

developmental

perspective.

Private and public community-based programs serve over 2,000 mentally retarded
citizens throughout the state.
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Conclusion

We are like the trees.
You are like the sun,
The rain and the earth
You help us grow and stand
Tall in the world.
- Ollie Rector

The two models that have the greatest impact upon the present system are the
normalization/developmental

and

human

rights

models.

The

community

perspective, while initially very influential, was a transitory model that has
now been subsumed by the current guiding paradigms.
adoption

of these models,

diverse perspectives

Despite the consensual

remain.

In light of

the

historical analysis, a reexamination of the interested parties promises to be

didactic.

As the analysis revealed, parents were the primary initiators of the community
model

and

participants

major

in

the

development

normalization/developmental and human rights models.
involved in mental

rights

for

their

retardation services

advocate

the

parent groups

the protection of human

for persons with

A major point of contention between the ARC and the MRAA

concerns parental involvement in treatment decisions.

that

Today,

children and in developmental services

mental retardation.

of

certain program

settings

fail

to

meet

The ARC holds the view
'

standards

inherent

in

the

developmental model and, therefore, should be precluded as treatment options.
This was the motivation behind the Horacek lawsuit.

In contrast, the MRAA

maintains the position that the ultimate authority in treatment decisions
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rests with parents or guardians and that no option should be precluded.

These

dichotomous perspectives raise the question of dominance of parental rights
over the separate rights of their children.

An additional issue concerns the

conflict between parental authority and the parens patriae power of the state
(i.e., when, if ever, the state should determine that parents are not acting
in the best interests of their children and countermand parental decisions).
This

continuing

debate

has

serious

implications

for the current system,

particularly regarding the continued existence and relative emphasis of large
institutional mental retardation facilities.

Professionals, as noted before, were instrumental in establishing the current
system of mental retardation services
involved

normalization

and developmental concepts, yet how these concepts translate to

provision

is

still

an

retardation

The large majority of

professionals

service

in mental

in Nebraska.

issue.

One

services

issue

today

is

to

embrace the

what

extent

normalization is appropriate to all persons with mental retardation:
some individuals will not benefit from societal integration.

Perhaps

Another issue is

to what extent all persons with mental retardation should be expected to

sacrifice their individuality to conform to preconceived societal norms as
prescribed by the normalization principle.
beneficial techniques
empirical

for

Other issues

developmental training.

investigation by

the

professionals.

involve the most

These questions are for

However,

the

feasibility,

ethical, and implementation issues associated with these questions are matters
of concern for all persons with interests in mental retardation services.

Advocates were the moving force behind the human rights movement.
monumental impact on current services through legal action.
the Horacek case continue.

They had a

The effects of

The Department of Public Institutions and Office
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continue

to

ensure the standards

contained in the Plan of Implementation.

and fulfill

the

A current point of

contention involves the question of whether for some individuals, the least
restrictive alternative that will also insure their safety and treatment, can
be found at the ICF/MR programs.
Implementation.

This is the position taken in the Plan of

Yet, certain advocacy groups dispute this.

Another issue is

whether the benefits of risk taking outweigh the potential hazards.

The

parameters of many other constitutional and human rights await delineation and
definition.

It is doubtlessly true that in society there are citizens adhering to each of
the

six models

or

combinations

of these.

Some may believe that mental

retardation services should be limited to the education of children with
mental

retardation;

retardation

should

others
receive

may

believe

benevolent

that

all

custodial

persons

care

where

with

mental

they

can be

protected from society; some may still perceive of the mentally retarded as
"different" and,

therefore, threatening.

Others may propose an extreme form

of the community model believing that all persons with mental retardation can
and should be served in the community.

Still others will form concepts from

the current community, normalization/developmental, and human rights models.
It is difficult to evaluate the current consensus of the citizenry at this
time.

The civil rights concern does not appear to be as common as it was 10,

20, and 30 years ago.

The developmental model associated with the rise of the

humanist philosophy is no longer novel.

The community model was a transitory

paradigm designed to meet existing needs and has been incorporated into the
current

perspective.

The

developmental model and,

perspective.

educational

hence,

has

model

was

a

precursor

also been incorporated

into

of

the

the new

Although asylum and social control perspectives exist, it is
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unpopular to express such notions.

The state bears the brunt of these conflicts, for it is the duty of the state
to provide just and equitable resolutions.

The interests of a sixth group of individuals has not, to this point, been
discussed.

This

group

mental retardation.

consists

of individuals

are

labeled as

& Shoultz, 1982).

Previously, their

have been defined for them by parents, professionals,

citizens, and state officials.
are educated.

having

We have only recently begun to listen to and consider the

perspectives of this group (see Williams

interests

who

advocates,

When we see them as worthy of education, they

When we see them as desiring protective custodial care, they

receive custodial care.

When we view them as threats, they are locked away.

When we feel that community care is appropriate, they receive community care.

When we see them as capable of growth and development, they will be given
opportunities to grow and develop.
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When we see them as worthy of human rights, they are allowed to exercise their

r,.,,et+

I

·-10
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human rights.

Our perspectives, models,

theories and plans will aetermine

the way persons we label as having mental retardation are able to live their
lives.

i .---
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Introduction

-- - -------------------

With tim~, the numbP.r who are restr:;::nAd by memory must
dPcl in,!.
Th~ histori.A.n ...
can hor,~ :::.hnt he providP.s a
s11bstitut8 for memory that slightly s:3ys that decline.

- John

"~nneth

Galbraith

In preparation for the Me.ntal Retardation Sys:~m Plan, the Department of
Public Institutions reviewed a variety of ~~:erials and talked with a
number of indiviriuals in an att0.mpt to place ::1P. current configuration of
mental retardatir;n services in historical pe::-spective.
As a result of
those investigations, the Department compiled ~ great deal of information
regarding the history of mental retardation sc:::rvices in Nebraska.
These
materials have been organized into a ?r'istory o: Jfental C°"Retardation fervices
in Nebraska, which the Depanment is now provoding to the general public.
It is hoped that this history helps all those involved and interested in
the field of mental retardation in Nebraska have a better understanding and
appreciation of the growth and development of \~braska's mental retardation
service system.
The vast
amount of material
and
its va:ied nature
required some
organizational framework for a readable presen:.ation.
One way to organize
this information is to examine dominant philosophies for given time
periods.
At any given point in time there are a variety of views about
social problems such as mental retardation and corresponding belief systems
about the proper ways to respond to persons who experience those problems.
Normally, however, there is one set of beliefs that dominate the social
order and, therefore, greatly influence the actions of governments and
others in their activities related to mental retardation.
Thus, history
can be divided according to the periods of time that certain ideas
flourished and influenced the development of services and the treatment of
persons with mental retardation.
The collections of ideas,
beliefs,
philosophies
and ideologies that
dominate different eras in the history of rne:::al retardation services in
Nebraska can be grouped into distinct categoroes.
For the purposes of this
history these categories will be referred to as models.
As one scholar has
stated, "Models are abstractions organized ::o place facts, events, and
theories into an orderly framework for discussion ... " (Cockerham, 1981).
Although there are certainly other ways of organizing and presenting this
material, the Department has found this approach to be the most useful.
While this historical account seeks to iden:ify the dominant models in
Nebraska's past response to mental retardat~on, there are, of course,
transition periods where models compete with each other in terms of the
dominant position; and as the dominance of models change with the emergence
of new ideas and new challenges, parts of old models may be incorporated
into new ones.
Hence, while models may not a~•·ays be readily identifiable
or easily defined at any given point in time, they do provide a useful
framework through which we can understand :he issues and disabilities
associated with mental retardation over a subst~~tial historical period.

The history of mentaJ :~:;irr:i"ltion serv_i,:es in Nebraska reflect trends found
in th0 rest of the c~,-~-:;y.
Discussi~Jn of national service responses
to
m0nt.al
rntardnti_on,
-.-e::~f0re 1
is
included
to
provide
context
for
N~hrnskn's history.
~-~ ~istory of mentRl retardation services in Nebraska
Bnd the United States ::-c: 8- ·#hole can l"'E'- seen as rnflecting the emergence,
r:onfl ict, and dominan'_:: 'Jf seven models.
First, the early responses did
not distinguish menta~ :~:ardation as a disability and, therefore, the same
types of services wece provided to all types of handicapped persons.
Sec:.ond, mental retard.::-:..-,'.", c:oi.me to be ~--.Jnsl-iered f.1 distinct disability, and
schools
were
estab1 =- :.~.i:::d
to
provide
special i.zed
mental
retardation
services.
Third,
::"-'.::-::0ns
with me:-:tal
retardation became viewed as
requiring protection ~.~:.'J society anC. services followed an asylum model.
Fourth, society began :: view persons with mental retardation as threats,
and services were de::::_~_ed :o protect society from them.
Fifth, parents
who found existing sF:>:··-:_~_es too limite:i and ~naccessible established their
own services in their -.:-..:e communities.
Si~;· professional ideologies such
1
as normalization and :·:.-=:: '1evelopmental :nodel began to dictate the course of
service delivery.
::_nally,
concern with human rights significantly
affected mental retarco:ion services and led to the deinstitutionalization
of Nebraska's institu::_:~s.
A word of caution is cc. order here.
While these models dominated certain
historical periods,
:~ey
were not ~otally representative of all the
thinking concerning m•~:al retardation during that time.
There has always
been dissent from the fominant view and often that dissent becomes the next
model of mental reta:-:ation services.
Every attempt has been made to
provide a balanced ~~~ objective analysis of the history of mental
retardation services :c" 'iebraska.
Input and review has been sought from
many individuals, and " diverse set o:" resources has been employed.
This
work seeks to recorc ""d understand the history of mental retardation
services in Nebraska, ~:.: to judge, ch3lllpion, or advocate particular models
or groups.
While sor;:-:: of the ideas presented may by today's models seem
strange or even cruel. ":r the most pact they reflected the good intentions
of people, based upor. ::ce knowledge ovailable, their experiences and the
state of the art at tt ::me.
0

Another word of cauti::. cs warranted.
Much of the material here is taken
from personal intervi.:-·..1 ::, newspaper ar:.icles, and official reports.
Every
effort was made to c·::ocn and verify all perspectives, but, as with all
such historical
int~:--;:-etations,
th.:..s
product reflects the selective
perspectives and rnem:::~s of those :_ndividuals who were interviewed or
whose ideas were preY:.:---=.sly documenteC. in writing.
It is hoped, however,
that this analysis is, .::..:i the main, a:i accurate reflection of one part of
Nebraska's history.

With fP.W Pxc~pt!nns (Woolfson, 1984), sociP.ty did not distinguish betwP,~n
persons with m~nlal retHrdation nnd persons with other handicaps prior lo
the latn ni_nP,t~P-nth century.
MAntnl ly retarded, mf'ntal ly ill, deaf, bl ind 1
and physically handicapped persons were categorized as a group considered
deviant.
For
the
most
part,
treatment
of
these
individuals
was
undifferentiAted and often cruel.
For example,
the early spartans
abandoned their handicapped children in the wilderness to die (Kott,
1971).
It is reported that the ancient Romans would toss their deaf,
blind, or mentally retarded children into the Tiber River to avoid the
burden of caring for a defective child (Rosen, Clark, & Kivitz, 1976).
In
medieval Europe, persons with mental retardation and other handicaps often
served as court jesters or fools, and in eighteenth century Europe,
handicapped individuals, particularly those with mental retardation or
mental illness, were condemned as being possessed by Satan (Kanner, 1964).

Before the middle 1800s, American society expressed little interest in
providing systematic services for persons with handicaps.
Influenced by
thP- socio-historical perspective of the times, nineteenth century Americans
viewed the mentally retarded as threats, embarrassments, or objects of
ridicule (Deutsch,
1949; Wolfensberger, 1976).
Often families would
abandon their mentally retarded members or segregate them by confining them
in attics or cellars to avoid the stigmatizing attitudes of society
(Frohboese & Sales, 1980).
Persons with mental retardation or mental
illness in the United States were treated the same as criminals, paupers,
and individuals with other types of handicaps.
These persons eventually
accumulated in jails, almshouses, or generic asylums (Dokecki & Mashburn,
1984).
The first pleas for specialized services in this country did not
distinguish between persons with mental retardation and persons with mental
illness (Dix, 1976).
This model of undifferentiated treatment is evident in Nebraska's history.
In 1855, the Counsel and House of Representatives of the Territory of
Nebraska grouped idiots and noncompotes (terms used to describe persons
with mental retardation)
lunatics, and distracted persons into a class
1
labeled insane persons.
The Nebraska lawmakers enacted the first
11
service provision in 1858:
persons afflicted with
idiocy, lunacy, or
other unavoidable causes" were to be supported by their families or
relatives; if familial supp':ft was not possible, the law required the
county to provide support.
During this period,
county care for
Nebraskans with mental retardation often meant maintenance in county jails
or poor houses (Allen, 1942).
In 1865, two years prior to statehood,
1
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Nebraska lawmakers recognized the need for institutional care and provided
for com~ltm~nt of insan0 persons from Nebraska to the Iowa Ifospital for the
[nsan0. ·
Soon after statehooc! in 1867, th<> Legislatnre e.stablishecl a
4
StatP- Lnnnti_c Asylum in L_incoln
where insan~ p~rsons, jncl11ding persons
with m0ntal retardAtion, were institutionalized.
' " persons, t h e
Recognizing t h e distinction b etween "1' d
io' ts" an d "
insane
Leg is latnre enacted a law in 1873 providing for the removal of persogs with
mental retardation from the asylum to their county of res idP.nce.
The
legislation required the counties to provide services to mentally retarded
individuals in the same manner as services provided the poor.
Nebraskans
with mental retardation, then, were transferr~d from inappropriate services
to no services at all.
There is evidence that many former inmates of the early Nebraska penal
system were mentally retarded and that feebleminded and insAn0 persons were
incarcerated with the rest of the prison population.
In fact, the death of
a feebleminded prisoner as the result of severe punishment sparked efforts
for prison reform in the late 1800s.
A legislative investigation
criticized the co-mingling of insane and feebleminded inmates with the
general prison population (McKelvey, 1977).
Hence, by the middle and late
1800s society began to differentiate and show concern for persons with
mental retardation; nevertheless, to this point, little effort was made to
establish any type of specialized mental retardation services.
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31 §54, 1873 Neb. Gen. Stat. 424.
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'fhe immediate adoption of pr0per means of tr?..ining and
teRching idiots, mny he urg~d upon higher gr0nnds than
thrtt of expediency, or even of charity; it may be u rge<l
upon the. ground of imperative duty.
-Samuel Gridley Howe
During the middle
1800s,
fl
few progressive
indivir:iuals :spurned the
prevailing attitude and argued that many persons with m~ntal deficienciP,.s
were capable of growth and development.
One such indi·1idual, Dr. Samuel
Gridley Howe, conducted the first syst~matic study of p~rsons with mental
retardation in 1848 (President's Committee on Mental Retardation, 1976) and
11
reported to the Massachusetts LegislBture:
They [p8rsons 1...· ith mental
retardation] can be taught to do some kinds of labor, to acquire some kinds
of knowledge, to attend to their own persons and take ~are of themselves
They must have schools, teachers, and apparatus pesuliarly adapted to
their capacities and powers" (p. 3).
It was during this time that mental
retardation became differentiated as a disability and separate facilities
were proposed for the care of these individuals.
After noting the unique
qualities of mental retardation, one early author concluded:

a.

That idiots and imbeciles
from all other classes.

b.

That they cannot with advantage be placed in ordinary schools
with other children.

c.

That they
asylums.

d.

That they should not be incarcerated in penal institutions.

e.

That they should not be congregated with the pauper inmates
of alms-houses.

f.

That in the great majority of instances they are better and
more successfully treated in well-organized institutions than
is possible in their homes (Kerlin, 1877, p.21).

ought

not

to

be

should

be

associated

treated

with

distinctively

the

insane

in

In light of this new perspective, states began establishing schools and
institutions for persons, especially children, with mental retardation.
These early advocates envisioned institutions as schools designed to
educate persons with mental retardation rather than as custodial asylums.
Once persons with mental retardation acquired self-sufficiency in adaptive
social skills, they could return to their communities or families to become
productive members of society.
To facilitate the educacional process, the
early pioneers of these schools located the facilities in the centers of
communities
and
cared
for
a relatively
small number
of
residents
(Wolfensberger, 1976).
In an 1883 senate address, Governor Nance of Nebraska emphasized
desirability for a separate institution to specifically serve mentally

the

rP-tRrded children.
Tn referring
Rlind, Governor Nnr1s~ stnted:

to the Stat0 Tnstitute for the Deaf and

Applications r;::·;~ tH~en madP to secure lhe F.1dmiss~on of feebJ.eminded
children, and
earnestly endorse the opinion expressed by th~
principal that ::1-e time has arrived when an instit1;tion for this class
of unfortunat~:: should be organized either on an jndependent basis or
in connection ·..-~-:h some othe.r state charitnble inst::11tions (p. 37).

JJ.

Two years later, tc.c same theme ;;as echoed by the .d'irec:or of the Nebraska
Institute for the Geec and Dumb:
Admissions ari:: -:onstantly on file in th i.s office f'Jr the admission of
feebleminded c'.cldren into this school.
These children, though they
have good hear~~g) are unable to speak ... ; but the deficiency is not
in the vocal !:::;paratus.
These are not fit subj er.:. ts for a deaf mute
school.
These persons are growing up among us untaught, untrained,
and unprovided for, to become a burden to society and an expense to
the state.
Considering the great benefits afforded this class by
institutions fc:' their instruction and development in other states, it
would be a mat:er of justice to them, and of philanthropy on the part
of Nebraska, :-:i institute measures for the estabjishrnent of such a
school that their condition may be improved (p. 9).
That year, in 1885, a committee from the Nebraska House of Representatives
journeyed to Iowa tc inspect the Iowa Institution for Feebleminded Children
and concluded, "In :ur judgement the feebleminded can, if taken at an early
age, be guided in s·1ch a manner as Jo strengthen and make the unfortunate
subject a useful cc:izen" (p. 688).
The committee went on to recommend
that a similar faci:oty be constructed in Nebraska.
~oting

the benefits of institutionalization and absence of community care,
the committee statec:
The condition :f the children in this state who 1.·ould become inmates
of and deriVP ·:enefits from snch an institution is such as to warrant
the assertion that they ;;ould be much better provided for,
and
instructed the:~ in a manner which cannot be done by parents.
In a
large number :-f. cases such children are inmates of county houses,
which are in :o wise calcuiated to protect them, and when suitable
instruction or medical treat::nent cannot be had, such associations are
calculated to leave their minds enshrouded forever in darkness that
nature has unf:rtunately placed upon them (pp. 688-689).
1

Nance, A. Go.._:-:-:-nor's Message.
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Gi llespie, J. A. Fourth biennial report of the Nebraska Institute
for the Deaf and IF.:.nb for the years 1883 and 1884.
Lincoln, NE:
Journal
Company State Printers, 1885.
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l'he
Nebraska
l.,Pgislature,
following
this
recommendation,
enacted
le,gislation in 1885 establishing the Nebraska Tnstitution for Feebleminded
Youth
(NTFMY)
at
Beatrice;
the
Legislature
appropriate.cl an
initial
$100,000, provided that the City of Beatrice or its 'i,itize,ns donate at
le;ist
40
acres
for
the
sitr- of
the
institution.
Th~
original
leg.islation also
establishr~d
"The Fund of
the
Institution
for
the
11
Feeblerninded" and authorized an annual tax levy on the taxable property of
th" state, not to exceed one-e,ighth (1/8) of one mill on the dollar." This
wes the basis of state fund support until the state changed from property
tax to a sales and income tax base in 1966.
The
Legislature
originally
envisioned
the
Feebleminded Youth as an educational facility.
is expressed in the originating act:

Nebraska
Institntion
for
This educational idea logy

Besides shelter and protection, the prime object of said institution
shall be to provide special means of improvement for that unfortunate
portion of the community who were born or by disease have become
imbecile or feebleminded, and by a wise and well adapted course of
instruction reclaim them from their helpless condition, and, through
the development of their intellectual faculties, fit them as far as
possible for usefulness in society.
To this end there shall be
furnished them such agr~cultural and mechanical education as they may
be capable of receiving.
On May 25,
December 28
1980).
The
continued to
4

1887, the first three residents entered the facility.
By
of that year, the institution had admitted 65 children (Ray,
population continued to grow, and the educational philosophy
dominate through the late 1800s.

Act of March 5, 1885, ch. 52, 1885 Neb. Laws
at NEB. REV. STAT. §83-217 et~ (Reissue 1981)].
S Id.
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lk

who

bP,hlnd.

is born into this sad hF!ritage.
We cannot cure wha::. is nr~t d_iseRse,

ll~aves

hope
but defect,

and that which the cradle rocks th~: spade will cover.
-Martin W. Barr ll904)

During the inception of institutional care ;n Nebra~ka, a second treatment
perspective was evolving.
The early school-:; in the nation served only thr~
"teachable class" (PCMR, 1977) while 0lder ?ersons 1;ith mental retardation
and the more severely retarded did not r~,.-~ive cs.re.
Institutions soon
began serving the dual role of teaching :he "teach·::tble" and providing
11
11
custodial care for the
unteachable.
Later
in this
evolution of
perspectives, the custodial view came to pr~rlominate:
Institutions were nc,
longer considered schools but asylums that provided kind, safe, materna]
care for the protection and happiness of their residents (Wolfensberger,
1976).
As eloquently expressed by a contemporary writer of the time, "They
[residents] must be kept quietly, safely, away from the world, living like
angels in heaven ... " (Johnson, 1889, cited in Wolfensberger, 1976, p. 52);
and as more crudely stated, "A well-fed, well-cared for idiot, is a happy
creature."
(Butler, 1898, cited in Wolfensberger, 1976, p. 52).
As a
result,
institutions became larger, more isolated,
and geared toward
economic self-sufficiency.
The same evolution of treatment perspectives is
apparent in the early years of institutional care in Nebraska.

The admissions provision for the Nebraska Institution for Feebleminded
Youth (NIFMY),
allowing the superintendent to
determine whether
ar.
applicant was suitable
for
care at the institution,
reflected the
1
educational perspective.
In elaborating on the aam1ssions procedure:
Dr. J. T. Armstrong, the first superintendent, stat:ed, "the law provides
that the most improvable cases and those between the ages of five anc
eighteen, shall be given preference in adrn:ssion.
The most helpless, anC
those ovz-r eighteen years of age, have bes a pr act j cal :y debarred by this
clause. 11
Thus, at the beginning of institutional ca::e in Nebraska, a dual standar'.'
of services existed.
For younger and higher functioning persons wit~.
mental retardation, Nebraska provided educs.tional opportunities within ac.
institutional setting.
Others deemed unsui:able for s:ate care, the oldec
or lower-functioning persons, were left to be cared for by their families
or local communities.
At the 14th annual meeting of the Association of 'ledical Officers o:
American Institutions of Idiotic and Feebleminded ?ersons (later tl:~
American Association on Mental Deficiency) which ';i.•as held at Beatrice i:-_
1
2
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Armstrong, J. T. Second biennial repo::t of the \"ebraska Institutic::.
for Feebleminded Youth at Beatrice to ne Board cf Public Lands ar:i
Buildings, December 1
1888.
Lincoln, Ne.oraska:
Jo·~rnal Company,
Stat~
Printers, 1888.

1889, the president of the Association stressed the need to provide
services to persons who needed lifelong custody (Sloan ;, Stevf\ns, 1976).
Echoing this (:nncP.rn, Sup~rintPndC'nt Armstrong repefltPr!ly urged in his
hlPnn.iRl reports the 11ppr0pri.ation of funds for addili0nR1 hui ldings to
house those persons requiring primarily custodial care (A_llen, 1942; Ray,
1980).
An exact date for the emergence of custodial care at NIFMY is
difficult to identify, but records show this transition occurring during
the late 1800s and early 1900s.
In 1898, the fourth superintendent at NIFMY, Dr. Sprag11e, indicated that
11
the facility was serving individuals with more severe handicaps:
We have
f re]presented at the institution people suffering from a1 ~ grades of mental
defects
from the sunshine of almost normal intellects to the midnight
3
gloom of idiocy ... " (p. 435).
By 1902, three tv;oes of care were
provided:
school [those capable of benefitting from an academic curriculum],
custodial
those who had passed through school but
remained
as permanent residents,
a
'low
state
of
asylum
those
who
had
vitality,
both
mentally and physically' and required constant watch (Ray, 1980,
p. 6).
In 1915, the legislature passed a law requiring the Beatrice facility to
accept
perso4's
who
were
court-proclaimed
"idiot,
imbecile,
or
feebleminded."
By
1921,
the
biennial
report
characterizes
the
5
institution as "a home and school for feebleminded, regardless of age."
At the turn of the century, then, the State Institution for Feebleminded
Youth began serving a dual purpose:
to educate the "feebleminded" who were
capable of development and to provide a safe and happy environment for
"idiots" whom Superintendent Sprague described as possessing:
a condition in which there could not be exercise of normal functions,
either of the developme.nt of illl1sions or hallucinat:"..on, as a complete
arrest of all reasoning powers has occurred, or such powers have never
existed.
In this condition all life is a blank.
-:·he patient has no
more power of reasoning than the lower animals; ::J.ei th er have they
natural instincts to seek food to satisfy hunger anc water to satisfy
6
thirst (p. 436-437).
3
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beli0vPd these two groups of residents
to nvolrl ~ssumed detrimental effncts.

should

be

strictly

segrPgAt~rl

Althot1gh the c11stodial function of th~ institution initially held n
secondary role to the educationrtl functi_on, gradually evolving treatmnnt
philosophies brought about a role reversAl.
Authorities became l0ss
enthusiastic toward the educational function.
In referring to this
function, NIFMY Snp<H intendent Fntnk E. Osborn reflected this attitude:

This part of our work [education] is essentially prominent but the
results are not al together satisfactory.
There was a time when
authorities on the subject
considered
that by proper
training
wonderful results could be accomplished and individuals classed as
feebleminded could become practically normal.
This theory is now
exploited for it is only in cases where there is no impairment of the
mental functions but rather an inability through environment to
acquire knowledge where these marked results have been attained.
It
is now generally conceded that a feebleminded individual's training
will result only in a relative improvement and that he wil1;, never
become advanced either as a student or an artisan (pp. 215-216).
The shift toward a more custodial philosophy gained momentum with the
appointment of Dr. Dearing as superintendent in 1900.
Noting that 47
inmates had been discharged under the former superintendent, Superintendent
Dearing queried:
What can we say of those discharged?
Nothing very favorable.
They
are not able to cope with the world in a business or social way, or
are too rest less and unmanageable to be kept at home.
There are
exceptions to this result, but they are so few and far-fetched as to
hardly deserve a mention herein.
These children will be children
always.
The state must sooner or later take up their guardianship and
prepare a custodial home for them where they can have a permanent home
and suitable care and control.
The most highly trained and best
educated of these children cannot compete in any way with the normal
man or woman.
Perpetual occupation in an industrial institution,
where they can have the comforts of a home and the protection of thA
8
law, is the only remedy (p. 514).

As

the asylum model came to dominate the institution, the educational
function remained important; however, the focus of that function shifted.
The primary emphasis was no longer to prepare individuals with mental

7

Osborn, F. E. Twelfth biennial report of the superintendent of the
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Board of
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retardRtion to function productively in s~~iety.
Rather,
NTFMY were educated to function producti~•ly within the
s0tting, where they would most likely remain ~~r life.

r~sidents
at
institutional

l,ife-long custody of resi<ients also served t~ provide financial support for
the institution by ensuring a stable pool of '.i.uman resources.
The original
concept for funding or operating an inst~tution was for it to be as
self-sufficient as possible.
Thus, much of the financi11.l support for the
institution was generaLAd from within tt~ institution, primarily from
substantial farming and i,ardening actlvitieo
Most of the labor necessary
to achieV8 the goal of S81f-sufficiency was ~~rformed by residents.
In 1921, the Legislature changed the ne~e of NIFMY to the Nebraska
Institution for the F"eble-Minded (NIFM), eliminating the reference to
children.
The new objective, as expressed ~n the statute, was to provide
"custodial care and humane treatment for :Jose who are feebleminded, to
segregate them from society, to study tc improve their condition, to
classify them, and to furnish such traL,ing in industrial mechanics,
11
agricultuge, and academic subjects as it is severally fitted to require
(p. 843).
Private Institutional Facilities
During the evolution of the State-supported Beatrice facility, private
institutional facilities for persons with mental retardation emerged.
Two
of these facilities, Bethphage Mission, Inc., and Martin Luther Home, were
church-related.
Bethphage Mission was started by Reverend K. G. William Dahl, a Swedish
immigrant.
In the early 1910s, Dahl sen•ed as chaplain of the Immanuel
Deaconess Institute in Omaha and during his tenure became interested in a
person with behavioral/emotional disordero wbo had been confined to a
county hospital.
Viewing the poor condi:'.ons at the hospital, Reverend
11
Dahl became inspired to establifcf a ha\-~n to provide care for
such
afflicted human beings" (p. 3).
Dah: became a pastor of a tiny
Lutheran parish in the hamlet of Axtell, ond it was here that he would
fulfill his dreams.
The
Bethphage
Inner
:1iss ion
Associatio::i of
Nebraska
organized
on
February 19, 1913, and soon thereaft~r 'ncorporated.
The Association
purchased forty acres of land in 1914.
Cc.til more funds could be raised
and buildings
erected..
Dahl
rented co:tages
in Axtell to shelter
"unfortunates" (e.g. , persons with mental retardation, behavioral/ emotional
disorders, physical handicaps, epilepsy, er problems in old age).
Dahl
admitted tbe first "guest" on June 29, 19'.4.
On May 17, 1916 the first
9

Act of Apr. 25, 1921, ch. 241, §1, '.919-1921 Neb.
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building on tho institution's gr--..: 1nds wRs dedicated.
By Sep:.:::.':ier 1916,
BelhphllgP- Mission served 40 guP.s:s with 20 staff members.
R':~~::-end Dahl
di~d
in 1q17, b11t not before B~:hphAg~ w11s PstablishBd As
~-:;enefici{ll
tr~Fitment
s11vicPfor
persons
with
mental
retardAtion
:::id
othfl.r
disabilitie,s,
The genesis of the Martin Luther Home is not as easily cc_o:nologized.
Lutheran clergy Rnd parishioners founded the home in 1925
ond,
like
B~thphagy ~ission, began s?rvi~g ~~rsons with ~isabilities. in ~ ~~~11 r11rnl
2
VJ l lage.
Bt?fore the inst1tut:;_on opened its doors 10 s-:.~=- ~ J.ng,
the
first administrator's wife cared :or three individuals in the::- :-.orne.
1'he
institution opened in buildings fc~merly used as a L11theran aca~~~~The history of both facilities is similar.
The major source c~ :·.:..nding was
charitable contributions donated ?rimarily by Lutheran cong:c~~otions and
individual parishioners.
Other support was derived from th::. ;;refits of
institutional activities, such as farming or sale of crafts 1 =-~:nuneration
by families of residents for services provided (however, abili:: to pay was
never
an
absolute
admission
-:riterion
at
either
instit-.:.:ion),
and
innumerable instances of commun:ty goodwill.
For example. at Martin
Luther, groups of women from various churches would donate ~-=- transport
chickens and jars of fruit to the home.
One dissimilarity between the two private institutions is evioent.
While
Bethphage Mission served a variety of physically and mentally handicapped
residents, Martin Luther Home specialized in aiding persons -.;ith mental
retardation from its inception.
ct was not until the middle l~-Js that the
Bethphage administration advocat~d specialization in rnenta~ ~etardation
13
services.
In the early years :Jf service, however, both fac:_lities were
similar in that they focused pri:oarily on adult needs.
EvenLocly, Martin
Luther Home diverged from this y:actice.
Because of the det~::-.:'.oration of
the buildings at Sterling, the t,ome relocated to Beatrice in :956.
Soon
after this move the facility opened a residential vocaticcol training
program and changed its admissL:is policy; Martin Luther be,;c._-: admitting
only children with mental retarC.:3.tion.
One admission polic; :-_as endured
for both institutions:
The faci:ities have professed to accep: individuals
with mental retardation who could not receive services elsewher~.
At the time these institutions we:e beginning, the Nebraska Ir~::tution for
the Feebleminded at Beatrice functioned mainly within the cus::dial model.
And, so i t was with the church-:'m institutiorcs.
Few reside:.:s were ever
discharged from these homes.
TI-,is philosophy of custodial c=:e prevailed
well into the 1950s.
In 1946, the Division of Welfare of :he National
11
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annual

report.

Bethphage

f.11t~ ::.~-'.!n

recomm0nd{~d
thf:lt BetrRhage ~imit its servicP.s to those
"li_fe-time custodial care."
..... :; sentiment was evident in
thP :159 Bethphng~ annt1nl rnport:

Councj 1

rP-<r".:ing

~n ll very fp_w inst<lnr..es, some of the g1..;=:-;:s want to return to society
01nd this desire has been granted.
It i ~ :._nteres ting to note, however,
:hat in almost every instance, these hav~ been returned to the shelter
of Bj~hphage or some other instituti:~ in a comparatively short
:ime.

One ~_:_i_n infer the same philosophy from the 1~~ ~ report of discharges:
"Due
to :~~cumstances ~eyond 011r control, 11 werE ~ismissed or removed from the
1
Misc. on" (p. 1).
In a 1959 review of ::o~ history of Martin Luther
Hom.::it was stA.te<l:
"From the beginning t _:; institution tried to fill a
twc:~ ~d need, that of providing a home for ::-:ose who ~d custodial care
and :. school for those who are capable of bei:.; trained."
The ;native behind this custodial philosopr.7 derived from a desire to
pro:><:t the disabled person from society, r:.:her than to protect society
The ubiqc :ous hostility society held
fron the disabled individual.
aga::_-:st
"deviant"
individuals
did
not
escape
the
notice
of
the
ins:~tutions' directors.
~entally

and physically handicapped pe:ple, in the not too distant
past, were frequently regarded with feel:.ngs of scorn and depreciation
by the more fortunate persons, and were often the source of shame to
their families.
The culture in whi:i we live even now is not
congenial toward them.
Many of these ,~flicted ones have known what
it is to suffer rejection, name callin~. and ugly and curious stares
so that they have develope~ a feeling of uselessness, frustration,
8
fear and sometimes hostility.
Rat::-_~r

than placing residents into a host:::.~~ community environment, the
ins: :tut ions at this time provided a safe haven for those scorned by
soc>ty.
By the late 1950s, Martin Luther E:•:ie began specializing in child
edu:,tional services and placed persons who 0 ~aduated from tq~ program back
int: the community, primarily in their :orent's homes.
Bethphage
14
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Bethphage

Lutheran

Bethphage

Mission

began

plac;ing

rnsidcnts

back

[11,l(j:i

communities

in

the

late

1960s

when community pro~rams became AvRilable.~
Trnatment activiti~s at thesP institutions were similar to those nt the
stRte institution.
~any residents pursund Etcadernic subjects in accor<lnnce
with their potentials.
The institutions provided training in personal
hygiene and self-help skills.
At all three institutions, residents helped
with the maintenanr:e and functioning of the facilities.
Residents also
produced income h:1 farming or constrncti_ng salable crafts.
One area whp;rP.

the church- administered institutions differed from the state facility, not
snrpr is ingh( was :he teaching of re 1 igious doctrine.
Bethphage Miss ion
nnd Martin Luther Home strongly stressed spiritual well-being of residents
through Christian worship.
In the major institutions, then, education was provided for children who
were thought capable of benefitting from such a program.
For those persons
who had completed the educational program but could not be integrated into
the community and for persons who could not benefit from the existing
training curriculum, custodial care was provided.
20
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Social Conti:91

hPHlthy race, cru0l flS it mRy
is, tlfter all, hnt IJ followjng
of natural law; the buds unfit to maturn, fall
the
weaklings of the flock perish.
-Martin W. Barr
[ThP.] efforl to prP,SPrve
sPem i_n individual cases,

,q

The dual institutionn l functions of e.ducation and custodial protection were
well ingrained by the early 1900s.
However, at this time 11 new motive for
custodial care began emerging.
Society began to view persons with mental
retardation as threats.
The common perception of mental retardation a.t
this time was that such persons lacked moral restraint and possessed a
propensity for crime and delinquency:
No amount of moral training during his school life
capable of judging points of morality for himself or
against temptations to which his natural tendencies
yield.
The end will almost inevitably be that he will
the care of the state, but through the gates of crime
cited in Wolfensberg, 1976, p. 55).

can render him
make him proof
incline him to
drift back into
(Dunphy, 1908,

Even science reputedly supported this mentality:
The cumulative evidence furnished by surveys, community studies, and
intensive
group
inquiries
have
now
definitely
proved
that
feeblemindedness is an important factor as a cause of juvenile vice
and delinquency, adult crime, sex immorality, the spread of venereal
disease, prostitution, illegitimacy, vagrancy, pauperism, and other
forms of social evil and social disease (FP,rnald, 1915, cited in
Wolfenberger, 1976, p. 55).
The purveyors of the "menace" perspective were adamant in their warnings:
"the moron
is a nuisance of society ~=t-ivilization;
he is
responsible to a large degree for many, ijf not all, of our social
problems"
(Goddard, 1915, cited in Wolfensb~"1976, p. 56).
"When we
view the number of the feebleminded, their fecundity, their lack of
control, the menace they are, the degradRtion they cause, the degeneracy
they perpetuate, the suffering and misery and crime they spread - these are
the burden we must bear" (Butler, 1915, p. 361, cited in Wolfensberger,
1976, p. 55).
Coordinated efforts were made to confine mentally retarded
persons and to segregate and sterilize them to prevent propagation of
"feeblemindedness."
At an international level, this model culminated in
Nazi Germany in the 1930s when an estimated 100, 000 incurably handicapped
persons were exterminated to preserve the homogeneity of the species
(Rosen, Clark, & Kiritz, 1976).

Nebraska Institution for the Feeblerninded
During this period, the above phi]osophy came to dominate the orientation
of the administration of NIFM.
As the superintendent stated in the 1918
biennial report:

ft must be rP-membered that our inmntes are al 1 i:-:c:sponsible and must
bf'. wntched nnd cared for.
rrhey must be continua~ ~7 guided from paths
of
temptation
into paths
of
right
1 iving ~c.cl
thought.
The
f00h l(".minded, with very few except ions, are th~ -:1ost contented, the
most eas i 1y managed, and thf1 ha pp i est persons .: ;::,~ ~inab 1 e.
They fl r!"!
easily led in the right path, buL also just E
easily led in the
wrong.
They cannot be reformed roecause they do nc: have the mentality
to overcome temptation (p. 157).

The biennial reports fhow that society considered :ersons with °lental
retar<lBtion as menaces
and the propagators of crim":: ;:i.nd insanity.
In
urging lawmakers to provide expanded facilities fs~ women with mental
retardation,
Superintendent Stewart expressed the ~:~vailing attitude,
"when we call to mind the fact that the feebleminded ·••.-:;an out in the world
is thP great source of illegitimacy, delinquency, an...: 11ental defect, this
urgency shoul1 be especially recognized and additior:;;.~ room be made for
them" (p. 21).
The national doctrine regarding mental retardation hel~ that the immorality
and criminality of mental retardation were hereditar:.ly transmitted from
generation to generation.
This view led United ~~ates Supreme Court
Justice Holmes to proclaim in his often cited statemen: "Three generations
5
of imbeciles are enough."
In the 1914 biennial re;iort, Superintendent
Fast expressed the current state of etiological knowledge:
"Heredity is a
tremendous factor in the causation of mental defects.
Statistics show that
at least sixty-fiw5 percent of feebleminded childre~. come from mentally
defective parents.
1

Because society considered persons with mental retarCs.tion as threats and
menaces and mental retardation as hereditarily transm..:".::ted, families often
disassociated themselves from their children with o:ental retardation to
avoid stigmatization.
A distant institution provideC the means for this
disassociation.
For some parents, however, institut:.::inalization and even
death of the child with mental retardation were not e::ough to conceal the
connection between mental retardation and the family :.-.ame.
In the 1930s,

1

Griffiths, D.G. Seventeenth biennial report c . the superintendent
of the Nebraska Institution for Feebleminded Yonth.
Biennial Report of
the Board of Commissioners of State Institutions, 1917-:918, 151-180.
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Fast, W. S. Fifteenth biennial report of the s·.:perintendent of the
Nebraska Institution for Feebleminded Youth.
Biennia: Report of the Board
of Commissioners of State Institutions, 1914, 101-112.
3
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Stewart, S.J. Biennial report of the superinte:::dent of the Nebraska
Institution for Feebleminded for the period enc:ng June 30,
1923.
Biennial Report of the Board of Control, 1923.
5

Buckv. Bell, 274 U.S. 200 (1927).
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families of decP.ASP<l residents objpr_-;~r:i to the NlFM practice of inscribing
Lombstones with the fnmily name.
_:~;;inning in
1935, graves of deceased
NIFM
r<'SJdents
w0rn
identified ·----; by numbe.r
(Ray,
lg80).
The
disassociation WAS then complete.

This view of mental retardation ;_,c:: a significant impact upon public
policy.
Society feared that if le~: to their own impulses, persons with
mental retardation would procreate :mliferously, tmleashing a flood of
/
mental defectives upon the world.
~he eugenics movement (advocation of
improving the genetic composition :
society through selective breeding)
became widely accepted.
In 1920, -..-.e Lincoln §_~ar published an article
imploring the state to impose me:~ stringent marriage laws and the
citizenry to selectively choose thei: ;pauses.
The article stated:
0

The so-called high grade feebleo:.:1ded person or moron is re.garded as a
sort of inferior curiosity --'-·· most communities
and the matter
dropped at that.
But to see a -..-'oole community [referring to NIFM] of
these sometimes mute, sometirr~s blubbering mistakes of someone's
living is heartbreaking.
A •hole community of examples of the
innocent suffering for the ~::-;,ngdoing of some one else makes an
indelible impression.
The article went on to quote the supe:intendent of NIFM:
All agree that a desirable por•1lation should be increased.
And all
must concede that the imbecc~e, the idiotic, the epileptic, and
otherwise congenitally predisposed defectives must be eliminated
There are circumstanc:es when t':e propagation of human life may be as
gravely er iminal as the taking ~f a life already begun.
Nothing can
be more horrible than the thoL,~t of permitting the birth of children
destined to be feebleminded or :riminal or insane, unnecessarily.
Why
not quarantine against the gerrrs of human degeneracy?
One method of contra lling the pre: 1gation of mental retardation was
segregation. This method was propooco by Superintendent Fast:

by

For the sake of future generc:ions, I want to make a plea to the
Governor and to the Board th~: adequate provisions be made for the
segregation of the high grade :eebleminded child.
My opinion is that,
if for a period of two or three generations mentally defective men and
women were absolutely preven:ed by segregation and otherwise from
propagating their kind, feeblemindedness and insanity would be very
materially decreased and, if t·:e mental defectives were segregated or
otherwise made incapable of pr:~agating their kind, in the period of a
hundred years, feeblemindedneos and insanity would almost wholly be
eliminated.
We have no right :o allow the defects o~ this generation
to be stamped upon the childrer. of coming generations.
7

Supra, note 2, p. 106.
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this
feeblemi.nded
pnrRnoia,
t.t1_r I.egislature ~nacted
civil commitmP.nt
]Aw
in
1915
allowing involuntary
co11rt commitm~nt
to NTFM.
Another mcflns of preventing reprorluction by
persons with mental r0tardation involved stPrili.zation.
The Nebraska
Legislature passed the first ster~1rizatLon law in the same year it enacteri
the civil commitment provision.
'fhe statute created a Board of
Examiners of Defectives and required the Board to examine institutionalized
persons eligible for parole or discharge.
If the Board found 1) the person
capable of reproduction, 2) the likelihood that progeny would inherit
mental retardation, and 3) the offspring would likely become "a social
menace 1 " s ter i 1 ization would be a condition of discharge.
The statute
required
informed
and
written
consent
from
the
resident
before
sterilization could occur.
However, in 1929, new legislatjzin replaced the
1915
statute and eliminated
the consent
requirement.
The first
sterilization occurred in 1917.
By 1966, the year of the last recorded
sterilizati~~·
752
residents
at
the
Beatrice
facility
had
been
sterilized.
In
response
to
NrhrAska's
first

In 1920, Superintendent Burford suggested additional measures:
"In order
to arrive at a proper solution for the feebleminded problem, it will be
necessary
to
have
trained
workers
to
recognize
and
classify
t~~
feebleminded
and
defective
persons
outside
of
the
institution."
Reflecting
these
sentiments,
the
Legislature
"f\fablished
the
State
Commission for the Control of Feebleminded Persons.
The purpose of the
law and the Commission was to ensure "that all feebleminded persons
resident within this state shall become the ~ards of the state to the end
1
that they shall not reproduce their kind."
The act required schools,
hospitals, charitable organizations, and public agencies to identify and
report those persons suspected of feeblemindedness.
Commissions were
established by law in each county to "apprehend_, examine, commit, establish
guardianships, transport, and maintain t~ custody of any feebleminded
per.son within their respective counties."
The statute also required
the submission of names of these individuals to all agencies in each county
10
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th'.11: issued marriagB liccnsP-s.
:-.io agency could issue a marriag8 licenst"\. to
1 ist 11nlP-ss one of the parties seeking to m:irry could pre-vi.de.
pr~0f of sterilizaLion.
.gny0ne on the

A r:ombination of the three perspP,ctives (educAtion, asylum, and s.:-cial
control) characterized the functioni.ng of the Beatrice St;;ite Home (the name
was changed in the 1940s) until the late 1960s.
Caretakers of persons with
m~ntfll
retardation
expressed
little
optimism
about
returning
these
ir:--iividuals to society.
The institution served to provide a safe ha.:-itat:
for the resident while at the same time protecting society from the
f~qbleminded menace."
The :institution focused its educational ro~e: on
prc.v:iding
residents
the
skills
necessary
to
function
within
the
institution.
In a 1942 evaluation of the Beatrice facility,
Allen
coni:luded:
11

The Institution is conducted almost entirely on a custodial bssis.
Social services, including individualized planning for the pat :Cent,
are lacking.
His training is limited mainly to those occupa"tions
which will contribute to the maintenance of the Institution (p. 74i.
Regional Centers
In the late 1800s, Nebraska established three regional centers located at
Lincoln, Hastings, and Norfolk for the care of persons with mental
illness.
Although these facilities were designed for treatment of persons
with behavioral/ emotional disorders, persons with mental retardation were
also
confined within their walls.
Through the
1950s and
1960s,
approximately
eight
percent
to
12 percent i'8f
the
regional
center
populations were diagnosed mentally deficient.
One can conject·.:re a
number of reasons for inclusion of persons with mental retardation intJ the
regional center population.
First,
little differentiation existEi in
treatment for different disorders at this time.
Like the Bea~rice
facility, the institutions for behavioral/emotional disorders provi~ed a
method of segregating threatening persons from society.
The predoa:i.nant
method of treatment applied to all residents regardless of diagnosi' was
custodial maintenance.
Second, during this time, the Beatrice facili~y was
overcrowded.
Pe~~ons requiring institutional services were placed whe~ever
there was room.
Finally, the Beatrice State Home was not as well
equipped as the regional centers to tend persons with behavioral protlems.
The~e
types of f&sidents were often transferred from Beatrice t~ the
regional centers.
18
19
20

Derived from biennial reports 1953 - 1969.
Personal communication with George J. Lytton, April 10, 1984.
Personal communication with Jai Sookram, April 18, 1984.

EvP.ntu11l ly spe.cial wards developed at the centers for treatment e>f persons
with mental retardation.
ThP. first such ward emerged at the. Norfolk
Region11I Cente,r, then called the Norfolk State Hospital.
For relief of
ove,rcrowrllng, th" Beetrice State, Home (BSH) transferr~rl 30 female, and 60
21
mnlP residents to Norfolk in 1963.
These residPnts were primarily
persons with Downs Syndrome.
Although BS!J,initially listed these residents

as

under

"temporarylf

care

at

Norfolk,~

a

ward

was

established

for

permRnPnt placement.
Since the existing staff at Norfolk were unfamiliar
with mental retardation treatment techniques, new staff for th<] ward wer0
requi tP<l.
These new staff members were selected from inmates at the state
penite.nti_,qry and reformatory who had not committed violent crimes.
This
choice of staff elicited concern from the parents of the residents.
However, the parents eventually became satisfied about the character of the
new staff.
The inmates were trained for three months at the Beatrice
facility and then transferred to Nor-fflk, where their training made them an
asset to the original Norfolk staff.

During the 1960s, the Beatrice State Home maintained responsibility for
approximately 40 children with mental retardation who had been transferred
to the Nebraska Hospital for the Tuberculous at Kearney.
These children
were listed as being among the popu124ion of Beatrice State Home but
receiving custodial care at Kearney.
Because of the decline of
tuberculosis, the hospital began phasing out its programs in the early
1970s.
the facilities were purchased for use by Kearney State
2 ~y 1972,
College.
Since the children had to be moved and Beatrice was facing
litigation regarding its overcrowded condit~'(;"s (infra), a special ward was
created at the Hastings Regional Center.
On September 8, 1971, 42
children with mental retardation were transferred to the Children's
Developmenta~ Unit (eventually renamed the Developmental Unit for Children)
7 In addition to a diagnosis of severe or profound mental
at Hastings.
retardation, most of these children were physically hardicapped.
21
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In 1958, the f,incoln Regional Center (then entitled the Lincoln State
Hospital) provid0.d a building for 11\fi\'tal patients from all the state mental
institntions who hnrl tnhe,rculosis.~
By 1963, thi 9 hnilrling ,q[so housed
2
tuherc11lAr resicients from the 8f'A.trice State Homr,.
DespitP this early
housing of 11. distinct population with mental rPtardation at the regional

center,

a special unit for persons with mental retardation did not evolve

until 1975.
The Extended Care Unit (later renamed Comprehensive Care
Service) began serving p<Hsons with multiple mental handicaps on June 30,
1975.
A substantial number of the residents had ment.11 retardation and
exhibited behavioral problems and poor social skills.
Many of the persons
with
mental
retardation
were
also
diagnosed
as
having
a
severe
behavioral/emotional disorder.
The unit was divided into two sections:
one for persons diagnosed primarily as mentaljll ill and the other for
persons diagnosed primarily as mentally retarded.

The regional centers initially served a social control purpose and
functioned as a custodial home for residents including persons with mental
retardation.
However, as will be discussed later, by the 1970s, the
functions of regional centers had changed significantly reflecting an
active treatment philosophy.
The care of mentally retarded citizens was
substantially affected by this changing philosophy and the emerging
community, developmental, and human rights models.

28
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Any cnring i-0lHtive or
either rrom birth or

fl

chroni_cnlly handicapped persr,-'
trA11mntic acciden~ or diseRs~

suffers as does the person.

-Mary Hepburn O'Shea

Before the

1950s,

fe\\. alternatives to institutional care existed

Parents

had the choice of CC'mmitting their mentally retarded children'" large,
overcrowrled
institutions
or expending tremendous time an<l r:: fort
in
providing care them$elves.
By the 1930s, one can identify :ie first
semblance of parent orgAnizational efforts across the nation t~~ -3.dvocate
and provide for the ~elfare of their mentally retarded childrPn.
In 1933,
five mothers from Cuyahoga County, Ohio,
formed the Counci ~ for the
Retarded and established a special education class to serve youngs:ers with
mental retardation •·ho were excluded from the public schoo:s (Segal,
1970).
Parents in Washington founded a statewide organizaticc_ in 1936
called the Children's Benevolent League.
The League provided gifts to
institutionalized children and a support network for parents rLippman,
1976).
To
provide
community-assistance
for
persons
wi:~.
mental
retardation, in 1939, parents in New York formed the Welfare ~€ague for
Retarded Children, and mothers in Boston established the Greater 'etterment
Association of Massachusetts in 1945 (Segal, 1970).
In Septer:':ier 1950,
representatives of parent groups across the country met in Minneapolis and
created the National Association of Parents and Friends of Mentally
Retarded Children which later became the present day National :.ssociation
for Retarded Citizens (Segal, 1970; for a discussion of analogoi.:s parental
concern in Canada, see Simmons, 1982).
Through the 1950s, state-supported community programs for pe:sons with
mental retardation ;;ere lacking in Nebraska.
The Legislatur~ took an
important st"p in 1949 for provfding community educational se:vices to
children with mental retardation.·
The Legislation required lc:el school
districts to provide special education classes foT the "educab> mentally
retarded" who were defined as:
"children of school age who,
because of retarded i:_:e llectual
development as determined by individual psychological exami=stion, are
incapable of being educated profitably and efficiently thro·:;Ci the use
of ordinary c:assroom facilities and procedures, but •:o may be
expected to benefit from special educational facilities e.::.d rnzthods
designed to make them socially adjusted and economically use:'·:l."
However, in response to an inquiry from the Ne131=aska Commi5sioner of
Education, the Attor::1ey General rendered an opinion in 1958, :_~-_:i.t public
schools were not responsible for educating trainable mentally retarded
1
Act of March 16, 1949, ch. 131, 1949 Neb. Laws 341 [curre:t version
at NEB. REV. STAT. §43-604 et~· (Reissue 1978)].
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3

Id. at p. 342.
op. Att'y Gen. 349-50 (1957-58).
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i.e., those with IQs 00tween
) .
t''Xprfl.SSP,<l his opinion that the lf':gislature int:;:--1ded this r:lass of children
to bf•. served ::it the B~atrice St(lte Home.
TI.:~ opinion exclud0d a large
nnmb0r of persons with mental retardation ~rnm ~1 igibilit>--y for local
c1i
I

ldr~n,

special education services.
To remedy the absence of community services •t this time, parents and
privllte organizations established local schools ocross the state. to satisfy
the educational needs of children with rnenta: retardation.
In t:1e early
1950s, parents estahlishPd local branches of -::1P, National Association for
Retarded Childrnn at Lincoln, Omaha, and \-,rfolk (frohboese & Sales,
1980).
In 1955, the local organizations c:-o:;;:ited 3 stf:lte orga..ni.zation
called the Nebraska State Association /or Ret•ried Children [NebARC) which
held its first convention in ~orfolk.
One --~ the primary objec::ives of
the new organization was to establish and ope:;'?.tP, communi.ty-based services
(Frohboese & Sales, 1980).
Initially, parents :rganized community programs
there were no alternatives;
eventually,
h-:.•.fever,
parents,
advocates,
professionals, and public officials came to r~cognize the community model
as a preferred service option.
One can best c:;nceptualize this model as a
transition
between
the
asylum
and
soc1a1
control
models
and
the
normalization/development
and human rights nodels.
The three
local
organizations at Lincoln, Omaha, and Norfolk s:arted schools before NebARC
came into existence.
In Omaha, children with cerebral palsy and rrild mental retardation were
served at Dr. J.P.
Lord's
School,
an edc::ational facility
for
the
6
physically disabled.
For a brief time, in the late 1940s, the school
admitted children with physical disabilities and ~ore severe mental
retardation. This practice was soon suspended, however.
Parents in Omaha first banded together in 195~ and established clc.sses for
their children that same year in a churcc..
In 1952,
the parents
incorporated as the Omaha Opportunity Center, :nc. , which became a giember
of the National Association for Retarded C:.:ldren a year later.
In
1953,
parents
solicited donations
via
a :elevision fund-ra.::.ser
an~
purchased
a
three-story
brick
house
at
5016
California
Street.
Initially, the school served about sifo child: 0 -i; hrn.;ever, this ff.:.mber had
grown to 11 or 12 students by 1953.
Stw>nts Kere taught by retired
4

DeMarais, J.
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teachers who wero paid ·c,:y little and by volunteer parents.
.·,;ects at
the school {ncl1Jded acc-:~mics, personal hygiene, cooking, ':!.--. --~ramies.
/\ltho11gh pnrf'lnts paid t .. ::ion, much of tht'l funding came from ~·-.--.P,eds of
g11ragc sales and priva::.: denotions.
Tn 1963, the Douglas--:~_-:-,7 County
Association for Retardec ~hi ldren es tab lishect preschool serv: ·.e: at HELP
(Helping Exceptional Lit: :e People) Nursery School.
This sd.·.". ~rovided
educational opportuniti"'
for children who were too yo11c? for
the
Opportunity Center.
Par: icipat ion at the Omaha Opportunity c,,. '' · reached
its peak in 1964 and 19E' ~hen 75 children were enrolled.
By
all the
children were absorbed ~_:_:o local school cli.~tricS_.:; and state--.--_- ~r0gram.s,

and the Omaha Opportunity :enter was discontinued.

1

In
Lincoln,
parents
-:.:ganized
in
1g53,
establishing
t·;,
~>lncaster
Association for Retardec :'.1ildren (LARC) (Brown, 1971).
The v.::·en first
came together at a Chri•:.Ms party in l953, held at the horn,, -." ~leanoyz
and Larry Enersen, and :__~ January 1954, the school began jn ~- __ '3: home.
In June 1954, the parents rented the back of an old restauran: s: 21st and
J Streets for the schoc:.
By the next year, parents had ro:oed enough
money to rent the entire 'ouilding.
At this time, approximate],· •: children
were enrolled.
In 195'. the school moved to the first two "::0rs of a
state-owned building at '4th and Adams Streets.
Through tui: co:. payments
and private donations, p;;.:ents were able to obtain a barracks ·:·.:..:.~iing from
the University of Nebras!-1 and move it to 84th and Adams.
By ::•:, program
changes included the es:ablishment of occupational training s ,:-;ices and
educational classes for adolescents (Brown, 1971).
The prog:-e::: moved to
the General Arnold Schoc: in 1968 and received public funds ::: :he first
time.

13
Parents in Norfolk orgs~ized in July 1953.
The organizs:::~ formed
classes for 4he childre:. soon thereafter which were held in s : s:k during
1
the summer.
In the ::1turnn, the school moved into a thi~: :~oar room
above a commercial bui1C:.ng on the corner of 4th and Norfolk -~-·:-.:::=-·1e.
Soon
after its inception, tL school served approximately 20 stcc 0 ::s ranging
from 3 to 20 years o: age.
Students came from at leas: ':x nearby
counties.
Subjects :: :luded academics,
social skills,
personal
hygiene.
Parents provic:Cd funds through fund drives and char:: s: :e dances
until 1967 when the lacs' school syctem began providing specs: education
services.

A number of other local :arent groups established community se:--: :es in the
late 1950s.
In 195is p:ents in North Platte established the :::h Platte
Opportunity Center.
3tudents between the ages of 5 and : - ~et in a
11
12
13
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16
former bar and pool hall.
Later, the school,f'oved to a new building
desLgned
for
~ducating
handicapped
childr~n.
The
.students
were
11
chi ldrr~n the schoo 1 sys t0m termed "uneducab J <:
~nd, there fore., ine 1igib le
for the .;;mall spr.r..ial e.<lncat.ion cl Ass in th'~ put".11 ic school.
The children
were instructed by volunteers in academic_;,
social adaptability,
and
voe.qt ion a 1 sk_i l ls.
Somewhat surprising was that most volunteers were not
parentg•
but
rather altruistic community memhers
from all walks of
life.
Eventually, the state provided funding f0r the school.
j_

A paren: organization was initiated in Columbus in 1956 as a result of a
letter
by Mrs.
Leonard Keith that ~~s printed in the local
newspap8r.
In the. letter, she urged par~nt.s of children with mental
retardst ion to organize,
and subsequently pa-::-~nts formed the Columbus
Chapter of the Nebraska Association for Retarcied Children.
The group
organiz8d lectures and educational meetings and s~eated the first school in
the Columbus area for children with m<mtal retarciation.
Lennie Keith, the
son of :1rs. Leonard Keith, was the first P'2\lil and was tutored in the den
of the home of Mrs. Otte, the teacher.
Beginning June 16, 1958,
classes for ten students were held above a studio.
In 1960, a new school
building, The Columbus Opportunity Center, was bdlt with funds raised by a
host of charitagle community or2~nizations and equipped with equipment
contributed ·<•••••••,;/private donors.
In 1965, the public school system
began providing 1 ~ecial education services, diminishing the enrollment at
the Opportunity Center.
The school's function then shifted to adult
services.

wrf§tPn

On April 8, 1957, a small school for childre!l with :!"ental retardation
2
opened its doors in the old Elks Club at Broken Bow.
Students ranged
in age from approxima12'3ly 5 to 21 and were :aught academics, personal
hygiene and ceramics.
Parents eventually raised enough money by

soliciting donations,

serving soft drinks at social occasions,

and selling

honey to buy a building for the school.
Recognizing the need for adult day
services, parents established a workshop in 1969.
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PArents orgnni7.ed in Nebras~~ r;ity durrng the summer of l'l57 through the
P.fforts of Mrs. Al Schmitz
Although speci11l P.d11cat1on cl11sses existed
In the. Nebrnskn City Put,:.•. Schools at Lhis Lime,
the school system
rP.qnirPd students to poss8ss :i minimum TQ to participate in the classes.
To provide educational oppor::1nities for children with mental retardation
who did not qualify for the ;nblic school program, parents formed n school,
the Arbor Training Center, in the spring of 1958.
June Liesemeyer taught
the
fir~\
c1asses
in
t~~
basement
of
Nebraska
City's
Memorial
Building. ~
Seven or eight students, ranging in age from about five to
the late teens enrolled in th~ school when it opened its doors.
Initially,
classes were held only on S8.:~1rday afternoons, but 12V the spring of 1959 1
6
the school held regular cJ":lssAs five days a week.
In the summer of
1961, it had expanded to two ~lassrooms in a rented commercial building.
A
few months later, the parc::n,t_ organization purchased a house. that provided
space for three classrooms. L,
Initially, the curriculum included classes
in academics and bi\l'ic li·;ing skills, but later expanded to include
workshop activities.
The school continued to be supported by community
and privat:ftl sources of funding until 1971 when public fund sources became
available.
The Cass County Association for Retarded Children established a school at
Weeping Water around 1957.
Helping Hand School met in a little country
schoolhouse, and classes in personal hygiene, academics, and independent
living were taught by Fay ~orton.
Parent3'o purchas"d an old panel van to
transport the pupils to and from school.
Funds were obtained through
home sales, benefit bingo parties, and charitable contributions.
By 1963,
the scho~l served 13 students with a staff of two teachers and a
director.
In about 1966, the school moved to a Baptist Church in
Plattsmouth where it remaiJ2ed until the school district began providing
special education services. L
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Opportunity Center around 1958.
l'h"! s choo] hr~gnn Rbove ,q g rocP. ry store and in I_ ti a 11 y served three or four
st11dents.
Jn 1962,
parpnts
recognized lhn need [or AXpanded school
facilities ~nrl attempted ta purchase a home.
However, comm11nity opposition
prnventi;d the purchase.
Instead, the school moved to an older building
that had served as an orphanage.
In about 1966, the local Association for
Retarded Citizens began a preschool program that served eight to ten
children with mental retardation between the Rges of 2 and 6.
Classes wern
des ig~4d
to
provide
educational
exper ii;nces,
rather
than
just day
care.
The Fremont Opportunity Center continued unt i 1 the pub lie schoo I
system began providing special education classes in the late 1960s.
In

Fremont,

parnnts

established

the

Hope School in Hastings opened ~n the living quarters
3
ammunitions facility in :959.
The first six to
primarily children
the
local
school
refused
to
beginning, one full-time teacher and one part-time
children crafts and household skills.
The school
tuition, donations, and fund-raising activities.

of a former federal
eight Jtfudents were
serve.
In thP.
teacher taught the
was funded through

Grand Island parents also initiated services in the late 1950s by forming a
preschool program.
The program met for two-hour sessions, two days a week,
and offe'J'f parents some temporary relief from the continuous care they
provided.
Parents started a school in Trinity Lutheran Church in the
early 1960s.
A primary source of funding for the Grand Island school, as
well as for many of the other schools, was Honey Sunday, a coordinated
statewide honey sale organized by NebARC.
By 1960, Omaha could boast another school for children with mental
retardation.
Madonna School began as an orphanage school.
When the local
school system began assuming responsibility for the education of the
orphans, two children from the orphanage did not fit into the school system
because of their mental retardation.
Two other youths with mental
retardation joined the two orphans in attending classes initiated by Sister
Evangeline at St. James Oc?hanage.
The students, ranging in age from 5 to
11, were taught the ususl subjects in elementary education, including
reading, writing and mathematics.
In 1970, the school moved to a former
Lutheran church and bega:: accepting higher-need individuals with mental
retardation.
The school continues today educating approximately 50
38
students in academics and vocational training.
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t\ l though by the Rarly 1960s many parent groups had formed schoo Is in the
P.llst0rn portion of the stflte, the weste,rn port.ion was virtually without
pnrenL-sponsornd schools for children with mental retardation.
1,,J 1964,
howPver,
pnrPnts
in Scottshluff df>.velopt:ri a preschool progri'J.m. _,
In
1960, the schoo 1 began serving older children and provided a workshop for
adults.
The. school and workshop were housed in a building locally referred
to as "the Pest House." It had bee'4 formerly used by the city to quarantine
0
people with communicable diseases.
In 1969, the fchool rnceived public
4
funds and moved to the former Kiwanis Club building.

Two schools developed in the Bellevue. area at about the same time.
CHAP
(Chil~~en Have A Potential) School began around 1964 at ()ffut Air Force
Base.
The wives of military personnel started the school in the chapel
to educate their children with mental retardation.
Classes met three days
a week ifj' the mornings, and the children learned education'll and self-help
skills.
Although initially funded by parents, the Air Force eventually
provided funds for staff and equipment.
At its inception, CHAP School
served only children of military personnel.
Howe'4\r, in the late 1960s,
the school opened its doors to civilian children.
Two or three years
before civilians gained access to CHAP School, Bellevue parents established
the Bellevue Developmental Center.
The center began in a little old red
school ho~ and initially served three children with mental or physical
handicaps.
The center eventually served nine children ranging in age
from 2 to 12.
By the late 1960s, the children were absorbed into
public-funded programs.
Parents established a program in Sutherland for a brief period of time.
In
1965, Sutherland parents obtained funds through donations, dances, dinners,
and auctions to purchase a home.
This residential and school program
served 8 to 9 students, ranging from 6 to 21 years of age.
The program
lasted only two years, hg~ever, and children transferred to facilities in
Scottsbluff and Ogallala.
By
1967,
Omaha
had
yet
another
school
for
children with mental
retardation.
The initiators of Project CHANCE (Children Have A Need
Cooperative Enterprise) originated the program in August 1967, and designed
39
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Lt to reach children from low-incom~, --,c:hsid<> neighborhoods.
Initiel
funding
was
provided
through
a
;,,,km]
Office
of
Educationcil
Opport1Jnity-HP-ridstflrt
grant.
Origin:; . , supervisPd by Greater OmahA
Community Act ion 1 in 1969 it became.
~;rogram
under the Greater Omaha
Association for Retarded Citizens.
Th~ _::..."')gram sought to serve youngsterr.;
with handicaps who were between the a?e; of 3 and 8 and ineligible for
local school programs.
By 1970, the sch•/O: served over 100 children.
South Central Association for Retarde(.: ~:_tizens established a school in
Ragan in March 1968.
The City
Ragan ,: :owed the school to locate in u,,,
VA.cant public school facility.
The ~-:osociation also purchased a horn~
one block from the school.
This ho11-::=:. sPrved as lfg residence for fi?~
children whose homes were too far aw;;~: :o con1mute.
Approximately J ';
children from the towns of !tf-ma, Hj lr::'°'.:h, Holdrege, Orleans, and Wo0d
River attended the classes.
In cc';, the State provided funds tG
support t$1f school while the local ass~_-_:_,g_tion maintained the residenti;;iJ
facility.
By
1971,
the
State
c,ssumed
responsibility
for
both
progra~z·
In 1974, the program move~ to Oxford where it is located
today.

fie

Two other programs started in 1969 and oxisted briefly before public funds
became available.
In Wa~~o, parents begc,~ a preschool program supported by
tuition
and
donations.
In Hay S?rings,
parents
and volunteers
established the Day of Recreation for children with mental retardation.
Bible classes, therapeutic games, and recreation were the major part of the
curriculum.
In 1971, before the pr:grarn received public funds, the
Methodist church in Hay Springs allg)tec :he children to meet three days a
week in the Sunday school classroom.
47
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The

community modP-1 was not based upon lofty ideals or intellectual
philosophies.
Instead, purveyors of thP- model were motivated by a deep
r:onc.ern for th'! wr~lfare of m0nt,1l_ly retardP.rl citi.zens.
The absence of
formnl idP..ology, how~ver, does not detract from th0. significance and impact
of the modd.
The community model was the first step in replacing the
previous institution-oriented models.
The commitment of parents to their
mentally retarded children, their dedication to a better quality of life
for all persons with mental retardation) and their refusal to accept the
more pessimistic models of mental retardation led to one of the more
d rammat ic shifts
in how society responded
to dis ab I ed
i ndi vidua ls.
Parent-initiated programs became the foundation for Nebraska's system of

community-based mental retardation programs.

7.

N<Jr.nia l iz11t:Jon_ _a:.: :he De.velc<JJJmen ta l Model

We hnv~ fl powerfu 1 nR•.,,.; _-'.."!ology, and we believe it is
good, conscious. and har:>l'-~.~ous with facts.
We aim to be
the stnte that wi 11 set ~ model to other states in the
implementation of this iC~:~ogy.
-Wolf Wolfensberger
!n r:--:.r»:::B.st to the parent,qlly-inst~~·o:.ted <:ommunity model, the :1ormalization
princ.iple and the developmental ":",~_del fl.valved primarily as professional
r:'Jncep::'"'i.
Prior to the 1950s, lay :~rsons and professionals f0cused on thP
hered;'_:-'lry aspects of mental reta:'.":::::ion.
During this time, the eugenics
movemer:: was an important force .:::- llental retardation services advocat i.ng
segre.gB::ion and sterilization.
:he 1950s, however, a ne\i.· perspective
arri 11"'..ri.
Intelligence came to be ---~wed as an interaction bet~~·een heredity
and ~nvironment and.
t.here,fore ~-:tentLally malleable by enriched or
depri?eci surroundings.
It logical:~ followed that mental retardation could
be ameliorated, if not eliminated, ::1rough appropriate treatment.
With the
emergence of behavioral technologir::~ derived from the behaviorist learning
theories, persons with severe and ;:rofound mental retardation made great
strides in caring for themselves a:i accomplishing tasks (Maloney & Ward,
1979).
The belief evolved that persons with mental retardation had
potential that could be developed tc.::rngh proper learning.

Belief in the potential for persor:.s with mental retardation to grow and
develop throughout life became kno~: as the developmental model.
The major
principles of the developmental mode: are the following:
l.

Development begins at c-~seption
life span of every human ·= ~ i.ng.

2.

Normally, human developme:: progresses in a sequential, orderly,
and predictable manner.
Consequently, developmental sequences
can be identified and uo~ci in planning programs a:id assessing
progress.

3.

The rate and direction Jf development may be significantly
modified
utilizing
and
by
controlling
certai::
physical,
psychological,
and
so:cal
aspects
the
individual's
of
environment.
(Accreditatc:~ Council, 1978, p. 14)

and

continues

th::-oughout

the

Normalization was first conceptual.:::_:ed in Europe in the 1950s.
However,
the concept did not gain prevaler.: professional__acceptance ·~ntil almost
1970 (Wolfensberger, 1972).
In 19e=. Nirje (the ~·xecutive9'irector of the
Swedish Association for Retarded Cc: ldren) presented this vie~· in English
for the first time.
As defined ·:::;- Nirje
"the normalizati::n principle
means making available to all men:c:ly retarded People [sic] patterns of
life and conditions of every day L·:ing which are as close as possible to
the regular circumstances and ways c life of society" (1976,
1

0

::.!
~

p. 231).
Normalization, tr.gnslated to hnbili.tation, involves integration
of the person into society and individualized programs Lo fu Ifill the
person's growth potential !Wolfensherger & Glenn, 1973).
NormAl iz,gt ion
does not refer to making n11 persons "normal."

"-\

<:::

_._._>-

The normalizAtion and dev~lopmental treatment concepts werf': manifested
professionally in the arl'~as of mental health and mental retardation, in
part, through the activities of staff of the Nebraska Psychiatric Institute
_lNE'2J
NPI was established in 1947 as the Nebraska Psychiatric Unit to
---- provide treatment for lJQ persons with behavioral/emotional disorde.rs
rnceiving custodial care at the Douglas County Hospital in Omaha. The unit
was located within the hospital and administered jointly by the State Board
of Control and the University of Nebraska School of Medicine.
In 1952, the
University of Nebraska Coll~ge of Medicine, the State Board of Health, and
the State Board of Control provided funds for a new NPI building.
The new
NPI was built on the campus of the College of Medicine and provided
teaching and research opportunities in addition to a 100-bed psychiatric
hospital.

In the early 1960s, NPI established a research center for the study of
mental retardation (Centennial History Committee, 1980).
In January 1963,
this ward consisted of ten beds for children involved in research
concerning
the
detection,
prevention,
and
treatment
of
mental
1
retardation.
In "1dition, NPI created a
research program at the
Beatrice State Home.
In 1968, the Meyer Children's Rehabilitation
Institute (MCRI) was formed at the University of Nebraska Medical Center.
The MCRI provided "interdisciplinary education for personnel in heal th,
education, and vocational fields needed in services to children with
handicaps;
exemplary interdisciplinary service programs; and ... basic
and clinical research on the prevention and treatment of handicapping
conditions in children" (Centennial History Committee, 1980, p. 92).
This research setting was ~o become the context within which normalization
and development were applied as theoretical models for treatment in
'fobraska.
For example, wolf Wolfensberger, a research scientist at 'iPI
from
1964
to
1971,
became one of
the
leading proponents of the
normalization
concept
in
this
country
(see
Wolfensberger,
1972).
Professionals from NP-5--along with professionals administering the community
program'?q~nitiated a ~alous advocacy of this new ideology.

v

This emerging professional paradigm was not the primary force behind the
establishment of community programs in Nebraska.
The major initiators ~ere
parents seeking alternative services and advocates pursuing human rights.
However, the professional concurrence did lend an additional sense of
1
Wittson,
C.L.
Nebroska Psychiatric Institute.
Report: Department of Public Institutions, 1963, 59-76.
2

Wyant,
M.E.
Beatrice State Home.
Department of Public Instit·.it.ions, 1963, 77-95.
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Firs.~t~~3~i~·e~n~n~i~a~l~~R~e~p~o~r~t~:

1(~4itimacy

to lh~ dP.centrnlizP-d, community treAtment movement.
The morlel
norma 1 iznt ion nnd development also ha<l a trcmP.ndous influence on Lhc
r_r_,-.1rse of hAbi I ilntive. efforts within comm11nity programs.
The system of
c:;t;itp-snpported c.ommunity programs in NPhrRRkfl served as Rn experimentnl
">""!~ting for application of the model;
normalization and the developmental
mo~~l became the basic foundation for snrvices in these programs (Casey Jet
al., 1985; Lensink, 1976).

r)f
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Community-Based Programs
In arl.dition to special education programs for higher-functioning children
wi:.h mental retardation and the institutional care provided at BSH, thP
State of Nebraska began providing public funds to community services for
p~rsons with mental retardation in thP
late 1960s.
While concerted and
~ff~ctive
state funding of community-based programs did not occur unti_l
this time, one can identify the first semblance of state concern for
systematic mental retardation services in the early 1960s.
In March 1961,
Governor Fr~k B. Morrison created the Interagency Committee on Mental
Retardation.
This committee was primarily advisory, but engaged in some
lobbying for legislation pertaining to persons with mental retardation.
In
1965, the committee divided into two separate committees, the Governor's
Interagency Committee on Mental Retardation and the Governor's Citizen
Committee on Mental Retardation.
The Interagency Committee coordinated
agency programs and advised the governor.
The Citizens Committee studied
the needs of persons with mental retardation and proposed legislation and
administrative action to meet those needs.
Both committees assisted in the
development of the Nebraska Plan to Combat Mental Retardation.

This Plan was developed by the Community Services Division of NPI in 1964
and 1965.
Interested citizens, parents, and professionals from across the
state contributed to the planning process.
In addition, each state agency
involved in mental retardation services submitted an outline of their
activities and future expectations.
Three experts were then asked to
review the data and make recommendations.
From these procedures, the Plan
recommended, in part, that the State develop six mental retardation service
regions to administer diversified and specialized community programs.
Recognizing that the Beatrice State Home continued to operate under the
custodial model, the Plan recommended that the population be reduced t~
1,000 residents and the function of the institution be clarified.
Perhaps this Plan was ahead of its time since, as Wolfensberger and
~enolascino
(1970) note, it lacked enthusiastic support and was never
implemented (see also Casey et al; 1985).
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Second annual report
Mental Retardation to his
Nebraska, June, 1963.

4

of the Governor's Inter-Agency
excellency,
Frank B. Morrison,

Committee
Governor

on
of

Blueprint
for
action:
The
Nebraska plan to
combat mental
retardation.
Community Services Division, Nebraska Psychiatric Institute
in cooperation with the Nebraska Department of Health, 1966.
See also:
Nebraska State Plan for Construction of Facilities for the Mentally
Retarded.
Nebraska State Department of Health, 1969.

Significant st,qte Action with implications for mental rRtardation -s~rvices
0crnrred
ln 196 7 when t.he Leg is I at.urn created th" ~ffice of ~en ta 1
Retordation (OMR) withln the State Department of Health.
Initia' ·/, the
rJrfice npernted with two staff members, the Coordinntor/Dlrector and a
research assistant.
Th<> duties of the Office consisted of studycc:g the
~xisting community programs
and establishing new programs where :-.~eded.
OMR was limited in creating needed programs, however, since the Legislature
appropriatP.d a maximum of only $50,000 from thP GenPr~l Fund "·~c the
creation and operation of both the Office and the programs.
An even more significant event occurred in 1967 with the creation ~f the
Citizens' Study Committee on Mental Retardation.
The following seq1_;_~:;ce of
events led to the formation of the Committee.
In the spring of :JF;7, a
NebARC committee proposP.d that a study be conducted of the resocential
facilities in Nebraska.
This proposal, which was supported by the ~:'_~ector
of the Department of Public Institutions, was then presented :c the
Governor's Citizen Committee on Mental Retardation along with eight 'iebARC
nominees to constitute a study committee.
The Governor's Committee
accepted the proposal and suggested four additional nominees to the study
committee.
These
twelve
members
were
officially
appointed
by
Governor Tiemann as the Citizens' Study Committee on Mental Retadation
which was to function as a sub-committee of the Governor's ~itizen
Committee on Mental Retardation.
For a discussion of the dynamics of the
Study Committee, see Casey et al. (1985).

The Committee was forthright in specifying its ideological pers?ective
listing five valuative assumptions:
1) a person with mental retardation is
a human being deserving of legal, human, and social rights and should be
treated as other human beings; 2) intimate interaction should exist between
services and communities; 3) maximal contact should exist between ?er sons
heing served and their families; 4) services should provide an optimal
environment for the development and well-bejng of the individuai; and
5) each person being served sh"J1ld have access to an advocate ;."r.o will
safeguard her or his interest.
These values mirrored the essence of
normalization and the developmental model.
As a result of extensive investigation of existigig services, the Committee
issued scathing criticisms of the current system.
Stated the Committee:
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Nebraska Citizen's Study Committe.e on Mental
Report of the Nebraska Citizen's Study Committee on
(Vol. 1), July 1968.

8

Id.

Retardation.
The
Mental Retardation

Nebraska today has an archaic and frultle•" program for the mentally
ret11rclf'.rl .. ,
ThE" existing condition is r;;_~ of the blackest pages in
011r stnte' s book
Pnbl ic zoos trnditir,-- ~] ly spe.nd more to care for
thBi.r J_arg8 anima1s than is spent to car': for the mentally retardAd
Dehumanization of retardates is a rec: ~lt of our present Nebraska
condition.
Retardates who could be traic.ed to use th?. bathroom, to
wash and clean themselves, are often se,.:enced to living in their
untrained condition and to waste away withe:' attention (pp. ll-13).
The Committee proffered explicit and de ta lied ·esommendations.
Severa 1 o F
the recommendations concern0d thA provision of :~re resources and authority
to state agencies administering mental rP-tardat.:_ -:n programs,
The Committee
also urged the development of community servic~~ 8-nd protection of specific
rights for persons with mPntal retardat Lon.
?'Jr examplq, the Committee
advocated the repeal of sterilization laws di::-.:-iminating against persons
with mental retardation.
Responding to the Committee's report, the K~braska Unicameral enacted
significant legislation in 1969.
One of the roost important laws provided
for the creation, funding, and coordination of ~ommunity-based programs in
the state.
The legislation also moved the O:'fice of Mental Retardation
(OMR) under the Department of Public Instituti:ns and created ~n advisory
committee to OMR consisting of professionals o...ctd lay persons.
The act
defined the purposes of OMR, delineated the d'ities of the director, and
enabled OMR to direct state funds
to comnunity mental
retardation
services.
OMR could provide state monies on 2 grant basis to fund up to
60 percent of the community programs.
The initoal state appropriation for
the community-based service component for FYf?-70 was $209, 705.
State
funding increased dramatically thereafter.
In 1973, the Legislature enacted new legislaLJn that established taxing
authority and increased state funding to 75 percent of the community
programs' costs.
The law also completed the framework for the current
system of community mental retardation services :n Nebrask1 by establishing
0
six mental retardation service regions in :ie state.
rnder this
structure, parent-initiated services became pri::arily state funded and new
programs emerged.
In 1977, the Office of '!ental Retardation began iisbursing funds to regions
on an aid payment basis.
This method of fundir.~ regions was the result of
a letter from the State Attorney General's Off:ce advising the Department
of Public Institutions that the funding relatic:iship with regions was one
of disbursing fupps to the regions within the f'lnd amounts appropriated by
the Legislature.
The opinion also indicated L1t such a relationship
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Act of July 28,
1969' ch. 580, 1969 Neb. Laws 2332
version at NEB. REV. STAT. §83-1,141 et ~ (Re:ssue 1981) J.
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lOAct of May 17, 1973, LB3 ll, §8, 19~: Neb. Laws
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did not require a contractual agreement or the Department to r~ imbu rse.
regions based on s0rvices provide.cl, such RS reimbursing on a 11nit of
servicP basis.
This funding procedure, aid disbursement, is the current
systPm t1sed for state funding of regions.
Tn conjunction with this new-found state support came increased support
from counties and the federal government.
Community-based program funding
from a county governmental body appears to have originally occurred in 1968
when Douglas County appropriated $11l1 1 0q_~ to the Greatf~r Omaha Association
for Retarded Citizens (GOARC) progrnm.
With the formation of mental
retardation regions through the Inter local Cooperation Ac15pount ies began
to provide direct fund support to community-based programs:'.-" In 1969, the
Legislature set the local/county contributions at 40 percent of the total
funding with up to three-fourths of the local contribut[Qn allpred to be in
the

form

of

"soft

match,"

i.e.,

facilities,

fixtures,

etc.

In

1973,

legislation changed the local rate to one local/county dollar for every
three dollars from the state.
The local match could inclu'.Yz. "in-kind
services, and income from workshops and room and board payments."
A surge of federal support occurred in the 1960s and early 1970s.
President Kennedy created the President's Panel on Mental Retardation in
1961.
This tremendously influential panel published a report in 1962
containing a number of recommendations pertaining to improvement in
society's treatment of persons with mental retardation.
One of these
recommendations
urged the development of
community-centered programs
(Maloney & Ward, 1979).
In 1963, Congress enacted the Mental Retardation
Facilities and Community Mental Health Cl~ters Construction Act which
provided funds for treatment and research.
In October 1970, Congress
pass'(g the Developmental Disabilities Service and Facilities Construction
Act.
The legislation is notable for its developmental perspective.
The amendments
replaced the term mental
retardation with the term
developmental disabilities which referred to:
disabilities
attributable to mental retardation,
cerebral palsy,
e.pilepsy, or another neurological condition of an individual
closely related to mental retardation or to require trqatment similar
12

Touche
Ross
Co.
"State
of
Nebraska:
Review
&
11
community-based mental retardation program.
January 20, 1975.
file with the Office of Mental Retardation.
13

of
the
Copy on

Supra, note 9.
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Act of May 17, 1973, LB311, §5, 1973 Neb. Laws
version at NEB. REV. STAT. §83-1,143.03 (Reissue 1981)].
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Mental Retardation Facilities and Community Me::ital Health Centers
Construction Act of 1963, Pub. L. 'lo. 88-164, 77 Sta:. 282 (codified in
scattered sections of 42 U.S.C.).
16

Developmental Disabilities
Service
Amendments of 1970, Pub.
L. No. 91-517,
scattered sections of 42 U.S.C.).

and
Faci~ities
84 Stat. 1316

Construction
(codified in

to

th~t

a mentally retarded individual, which disabi I ity
individunl attains agP, 18, which has contin11~d
AXpected to contin11e ln~'finitely, and constit11tes q

required

for

originf::ltes before such

or ~;_in be
s11bst11nti.Al handicap to the individnnl.
,
/

In addition 1 t,he new legislation replace~references to clinical training
with the ter~nterdisciplinary training..'/ This legislation was intended
to:
l) assist states in rleveloping plans to meet the needs of persons with
development:_il disabilit_ies; 2) provi_d~ funds to construct facilities fr:ir
the provi.sion of developmental disability services; 3) provide funding for
the implementation of services for the developmentally disabled; 4) support
local planning and assistance applied to developmental disability servic~s;
5) support training of personnel required to provide services for the
developmentally disabled
and
encourage
resear~h
regarding
stAf[
and
personnel needs; and 6) support resersch regarding the effective provision
of developmental disability services.
Federal support also became available directly to community programs.
In
1968, Douglas County received a Facility Establishment Grant from the
Federal Rehabilitation Serviq~s for increasing staffing and purchasing
additional facility equipment.
In 1970, CO!Jrlunity-based programs received a source of federal funds which
quickly becplne the second largest source of funz!fng for community-based
programs:
Title XX of the Social Security Act.
Originally, Title XX
was limited to non-medical social services for persons categorically
related to federal entitlement programs.
Title XX allowed the state to
purchase social services from approved service providers and receive 75
percent federal funds for the expenditures.
Community-based programs
(after 1973, the mental retardation regions) were approved by the state's
Department of Social Services as service providers under Title XX
regulations.
Other forms of federal funding also became available.
Medicaid became an
important funding source for persons in the community-based component of
the state's mental retardation system.
For eligible persons served in
community-based programs, Medicaid prov Ldes 58 percent of the funding for
medical services.
Each person's eligibility is determined by her or his
income, resources, and disability.
A person's categorical eligibility for
Medicaid is through the Aid to the Disabled Program.

Persons
with
mental
retardation
also
became
eligible
to
receive
Supplemental Security I~lome (SSI) benefits and/or State Supplemental
Assistance (SSA) to SSI.
As with Medicaid, eligibility for SSI or SSA
is determined by income, resource guidelines, and disability.
17 Id.
18Id.
19
20
21

Supra, note 12.
42 U.S.C. §§1397-1397f (1983).
42 U.S. C.

§1381 et

~

(1983).

Funding from SST and SSA is recei·:ed directly or on behalf of individuals.
Such funds became perhaps the si~1~~~ most important source of payment from
pPrsons to community-based pr0g:;.s":1s
for payment or room and hoard ~
.op.<>r4>1fion ·"<'lf--eommnrri:ty~_ba..sd fa-H~
[n addit. ion, persons in the
community-b,<ise<l

service

componr:,>;r;:

Rs

1

w0ll

as

those

in

component,
became eligible for Social Security benefits
parent's Social Security account as a disabled dependent.

the

ICF/MR_~_-

through

tM1r
"------·

With
thi:-;
support
from
r;011::-.:y,
state,
and
fBderal
resources,
community-based mental retard11tic..-. programs flourished.
In Region I,
consisting of 11 panhandle count:es, all programs regionalized by mutual
agreement on July 1, 1976.
Tues~ parent-initi3ted progrRrns continued to
offer 2~ality mental retardation S'::.~Vice, but ~th the assistance of public
funds.
By 1977, Region I serv8d :39 clients.LJ

Region II consisted of 17 counties in the southwest part of the state and
had its regional office in McCook.
With public funding, new programs and
program expansions o~~urred in Korth Platte, McCook, Ogallala, Cozad,
Imperial, and Elwood.
One hundred s ixty-tfght clients were receiving
community-based services in Region :r by 1977.
By

1971,

Interloc2~

/
/
v' i/

programs

the 22 counties in Regi0n III had signed agreements under the
Cooperation Act.
By 1975, the Region ha~ seven community
7
tha~wo years later, wece serving 375 clients.

In Region IV, serving 22 counties in the northern part of the state, the
regional Office of Developmental Dcsabilities was incorporated in December
~ 1971.
The Qffice reorganized in 1974 as a governmental inter-local
cooperative.
In addition to pacent-initiated programs in Norfolk and
Columbus,
services
emerged in ·•ayne,
South Sioux City,
Bloomfield,
Valentine, O'Neill and Lyons.
::i May 24, 1979, Keya Paha and Cherry
counties withdrew from the Region IV inter local agreement and, through a
separate i~terlocal agreement, a~rninistered services through the Keya
Paha-Cherry County Mental [ Retard2:ion] Service.
By 1979, approximately
350 cli.zgts were receiving services under the supervision of the Region IV
office.
-·ha11dic&f313ef1 sRtlOJ'sa
=In lWE, fli '" asKa ex1 e11d l ~s school

22

Supra, Chapter 6, note 52.

23I n f o:-mation
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May 2, 1984.
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Supra, note 23.
Region

III

Mid-Nebraska

Me~tal

Retardation

Services.

Three

Year

1979-1982 (1979).

Plan:

27

Supra, note 23.

28 R

IV Office of De~elopmental
.
egicn
Disabilities.
Three Year
Plan:
19;9-1982, (1979); perso::-~3-l communication with John Corcoran,
May 18, 198.:..

In the so11theastern portion of Nebraska, Region V initially consisted of 14
counties.
Two more counties we.re added in 1974.
By October 1974, the 16
countiP,s had signr.d intP:rlocal agreements.
By
1976,
five co~nity
progrf:l.ms ·,;1P,re hAing funded through the reg_ional offi_ci:> in Lincoln
and
30
by 1977 w~re serving 479 persons with menlal retardation.
In 1970, the five counties in Region vr formed the Eastern Nebraska
31
Community Offirn of Retardation (F.NCOR)
which became a model service

delivery system providing residential, vocational, ed11cational, social, and
support SBrvir:es to all five counties (see Casey P..t al., 1985; Lens ink,
197§i·
By 1977, 639 clients received mental retardation services in Region
VI.

This growth was not unadulterRted, however.
In 1975, Congress p1aced a
national Bxpenditure ceiling on Title XX funds.
For Nebraska, this action
reduced Title XX funds to community-based mental retardation services by
more than $1.6 million between FY74-75 and FY75-76.
This funding reduction
had pernicig,31-s effects on community services:
Many services were entirely
eliminated.
However,
through continued state support, the regional
programs soon resumed their growth.

/

In the middle 1970s the responsibility for serving school-aged children
shifted to the public schools, and community programs began to specialize
in adult services.
This shift
in emphasis started in 1973 when the
Nebraska Legislature,
anticipating federal legislation,
enacted a law
requiring the State Board of Education to provide appropriate education~.\:
programs for all handicapped children, ages 5-18 b>J 0ctober 1, 1976.
5
The upper age limit was extended to 21 in 1976.
The anticipat3g
federal legislation was the Education for all Handicapped Children Act
which Congress passed in 1975 (effective by 1978) to require a "free
appropriate" education for all hartd;ca11;1vi c.h:tclren. I-11 1q79 JJehra.-SIL'l.. e..xfl-;tded :-roe -~h..,,cl
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[n th0 early lg80s, a numher of prlvate community-',osed mental retardation
programs emergP.<l.
Martin Luther Home developed community programs at
Bea tr ice, Omaha, and York.
Bethphage Miss ion es tab 1ished progrnms in
Holdrege and a group home in Lincoln.
Other ~ommunity programs that
evolve,<l included Youth Care, Tnc.
in Omaha and DevP,1opment11l ServicP.s

Corporation in Hastings.
Community-based programs contint1ed their growth an~ evolution through the
early 1980s.
By 1984, 2,290 clients were being served by private and
public community mental retardation programs.
ThP,S':: pro.grams established a
standard of excellence that was widely recogniz~~The national and
international recognition became particularly nc~iceable for Region VI
mental retardation services, ENCOR.
Region VI was :requently identified by
the
President's Committee on Mental Retardatio~ (1972,
1978)
as an
exemplary program.
In addition, persons from aro•md the world who were

interested in mental retardation services came to v:ew the ENCOR experience
first hand, and a great demand arose around the cr:untry for professionals
associated with ENCOR to consult and lecture (Casey et al., 1985).
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Act of April 17, 1978, LB889, 1978 Neb. Laws 913 [current version
at NEB. REV. STAT. §§43-646 to 43-646.01 (1978)].

8.

Hum_n_n _Rights:

The _De_institut_·,:ialization Movement

Ward Tl [Beatrice State ihme]
Twenty-five small boys and girls end
day room noise level is tremendr... -,:sly
for privacy
TV blaring away O'lt
urine on the floor.
- Re.cert

2 staff on ... the
high
no plac~
nobody watching it
Perske

The
human
rights
model
has
b~en
ex~~:~ssed
most
conspicuously
in
litigation.
Howeve.rJ state legisl;:itive ac:~0n and private social 8.ctivjsm
have also been prompted by this perspec: .:_ ·ie.
The modern human rights
movement originated in civil rights activ~:y in the 1950s.
At this time,
black Americans sought equal opportunit7 and treatment thro11gh social
activism,
litigation,
and
legislative
':hange.
Although
initially
associated with racial equality, the human :ights model eventually became a
banner for other oppressed groups.
By ::-Ce 1960s, groups identified by
religion,
gender,
national
origin,
and age
actively pursued
their
constitutionally protected rights.
It was not until the 1970s, however,
that advocates made substantial progress :~ safeguarding the human rights
of persons with developmental disabilities (including persons with mental
retardation) and mental health problems.
Litigation inv~lving mental
institutions established and ~efined a ro5ht to treatment,
a right to
refuse
inti:_fsive
treatments,
and
procedural
rights
in
commitment
proceedings.
As the reigning president of the American Association on
Mental Deficiency observed:

While other times have also observec progress in the field, I
think we are truely in an era that cerks itself distinctly from
all others.
The distinction is roo:ed in a recognition and a
campaign for human rights.
(Rosen, 19-~, p. 61)
Society had long singled out persons with ~ental retardation for disparate
treatment
in
such
areas
as
marri~ge,
child-bearing,
adoption,
child-rearing, voting, and obtaining a dr:'_vers' license.
Representatives
of persons with mental disabilities begar: questioning the rationality of
1
.:..;...:_
4''
U.S.
563 (1975);
Wyatt v .
E.g.,
O'Connor v.
Donaldson,
Stickney, 325 F. Supp. 781 (M.D. Ala. 197'.), 334 F. Supp. 1341 (M.D. Ala.
1971), 344 F. Supp. 373 ( 11. D. Ala. 1972), aff'd sub. nom. Wyatt v.
Aderholt, 503 F.Zd 1305 (5th Cir. 1974).

2
3

E.g., Mills v. Rogers, 457 C.S. 291 (1982).

E.g. Lessard v. Schmitt, 349
Parham v. J.R., 431 U.S. 494 (1977).

F.

Supp.

1078

(E.D.

Wisc.

1972);

• person should not be hospitalized, with drastic curtailment of
l:_berty involved, if he can be treated in ;:i community ... The. right to
r~!~ trefJted
in a setting l~ss restrictjve than an instit11t_ion r i.s l
r0;r4uired by the constitutionnl principle of the least drastic means f R
tc:rm synonomous with least restrictjve alternative}.
(Mental Health
L•w Project, l973, pp. 27-28).
Another popular concept,

derived more from a human rights as opposed to a

legal
persp0ct i\·e,
was dignity of risk.
This
thnory proposed that
overpr0tP..ction
of
persons
with
disabilities
robs
those
persons
of
indivi--:!.11ality rtn<l potential for growth.
Custodial care of pp_ople with

mental retardation in a safe, protective environment is dehumanizing.

Only

throu~h

encountering normal risks can persons exhibit such attributes as
courage: and dignity.
Although interaction with the. real world may be
danger~11s,
it
is the right of all persons and necessary to achieve

self-respect (Persky, 1972).
The dignity of
additional rationale for deinstitutionalization.

risk

concept

became

an

By the 1960s and 1970s, journalistic exposes portrayed institutions as
deathtraps and snakepi ts.
Stories of mistreatment, f ii1ancial exploitation 1
deteriorating facilities,
and dehumanizing effects abounded (Blatt &
Kaplan, 1966; National Institute of Mental Health, 1976).
This picture of
institutions, combined with the professional concept of normalization, the
legal concept of the least restrictive alternative, the human rights
concept of dignity of risk, and the availability of community options
created the atmosphere for the deinstitutionalization movement.
The Beatrice State Home
Since the
inception of
institutional care for persons with mental
retardation in ~ebraska, the institutional population grew unabated to a
high of over 2, 300 residents by the late 1960s.
One can identify sporadic
references concerning dissatisfaction with the large institutional mode_);
before this
period.
For
example,
in the
1939 biennial
report,
Superintendent Burford noted:
Tnere is a belief among some psychologists that a person's ability to
adjust into normal society will lose effectiveness upon confinement in
an institution for the feebleminded.
This is because the background
of the individual is such that he does not have to meet the challenge
of higher levels of performance.
So that it is better for those who
are subnormal mentally, especially on the upper levels, to attempt to
make an adjustment in society rather than to thrust them into an
institution where they may lose what little social experience they
have had.
After all, by far the biggest percentage of those who are
subnormal mentally are not confined in state institutions, but are
making some kind of adjustment in society. (p. 268)
5
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Despite this admonition, the institution as a mental retardation service
option r:ontinued lo dominate in Nebraska and the rest of tht" nation.
By
1961 the Directr:>r of the Beatrice State Home~!>HJ expressed ,:oncern about
the overcrr:iwd0,d r:()nditions:
"At the time of(,th,.~ writjng the Beatrice State
Home ls responsible for 2,399 people, with ~he waiting :ist.
We have
reached the saturation point, GVhereby we are overcrowded and facilities are
badly needed in a 11 areas ... "
An impetus toward deinstitutionalization occurred with the fo~mation of the
Citizens' Study Committee on Mental Retardation in 1967.
The Committee
made detai 1P..d recommendations concerning BSH.
Tt suggested -~ re.duct ion in
the number of residents from approximately ;¥390 to 8.50 in s :x years.
The
committee also advocated
improved condi~ns
for
reside~~s
remaining
institutionalized.
For example, the committee recommended .-:.71 improvement
in staff/resia,nt ratios flnd creation of developmental tra.:::ling programs
for residents.

/

/

In the succeeding years, the population at BSH decreased dramatically.
However, this reduction res11l ted, in large part, from a federal funding
scheme rather than recommendations by the Committee.
Tit~e XIX of the
Social
Security
Act
(Medicaid)
allowed
eligible
certofied
medical
faciliti5s to receive payment for medical services provided to eligible
persons.
In 1969, BSH was certified as an Intermediate Care Facility
(ICF) which allowed the institution to be paid as a licensed medical
facility for service~vided to eligible persons.
This provision allowed
as much as Hf±; ai~~rcent of care costs to be reimburs~:i with federal
funds.
The impact to the state was to obtain over ~"'percent federal
funding for the total operating costs of BSH and eveJtually other
state-operated ICF /MR units.
Title XIX, however, req,cired that an
Independent
Professional
Review
team
determine
whetter
long-term
institutional care was appropriate for each resident.
Fe:- each person
found ineligible for Title XIX funds, the facility administration had a
duty to locate an appropriate placement (Scheerenberger, 1976. p. 79).
Many persons at BSH in 1969 were found not to be eligible :for Title XIX
funds and were transferred out of BSH and into community-'c::.sed programs,
9
nursing homes, and other services.
From June 30, 1969 to JpQ'e 30, 1971,
the
resident population decreased from 1,945 to 1,485.
By the
following
6
Wyant, E.M.
(1961).
Report on the Beatrice Stace Home.
In
"Preliminary Report of the Governor's Inter-Agency Commit-:ee on Mental
Retardation to His excellency, Frank B. Morrison, Governor of ~ebraska.
7

8
9

Supra, Note Chapter 7, note 7.
42 U.S.C.A. §§1396-1396P (1983).
Personal communication with Jim Hanlon,
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yP-a r, however, this institutionRI exodus had slowed considerably.

11

When

the State bP,r..ame involved in providing community snrvi_ces, parPnt
such as N'~bARC shifted their function from providing services to
f:ldvocating the ri~hts of pnrsons with mental retardation.
On March 24,
1972, NebARC creeted the Committee on the Human and Legal Rights of the
Mentally Retarded.
The purpose of the Committee was to examine state
mental retardation facilities an9 '}to report violations of the rights of
persons with rnent.ql retardt1t ion. ~
The CommittP.e r~ported its findings
on July 8, 1972.
After a detailed examination of the BSH, the Committee
concluded,
"
~ven
at
its
best,
Beatrice presents a panorama of
13
warehousing and storage."
The Committee criticized the perceived lack
of privacy, absence of sanitary conditions, and disregard for reside.nt
rights and freedoms.
The existing treatment philosophy was readily
identifiable:
"Custod~, instead of development, illustrates the life of a
4 The Cammi t tee recommended that the Governor be
resident at Beatr ice."
given 30 days to respond to the allegations.
Should the Governor fail to
do so, the Committee suggested court action.
The determination of the
Committee was evide~15 from the report's concluding phrase -- "cooperation
yes, compromise no!"
~ronps

When the Governor did not respond as the Committee wished, NebARC filed a
class action lawsuit on September 28, 1972, in the United States District
Court for the District of Nebwka.
Thus began protracted litigation in
the case of Horacek v. Exon.
The complaint alleged violation of
federal civil rights statutes and seven constitutional amendments and
sought declaratory and injunctive relief.
The defendants, Governor J.
James Exon;
Director of DPI,
Michael LaMontia;
Director of Medical
Services, Jack Anderson; Director of OMR, William Falls; and Superintendent
of BSH, M.E. Wyant, filed a motion to dismiss which Judge Urbom denied on
March 23, 1973.
In the succeeding years, the composition of the plaintiffs changed.
Initially, the plaintiffs included the Nebraska Association for Retarded
Citizens and the parents of five institutionalized youths representing the
class of others similarly situated.
Because of organized parental
opposition to deinstitutionalization and the lawsuit, 69 residents opted
11

Nebraska Assocation for Retarded Children.
Re2ort to the
of Directors by the Human and Legal Rights Committee, July 8, 1972.

Board

12Id.
13Id. ' p. 5.
14Id.' p. 8.
lSid., p. 17.
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Horacek

v.

Exon,

No.

72-1-299

(D.

Neb.,

filed

September

28,

out of the plaintiff class by July 18, 1975.
On June 5, 1974, t-_, Court
dismissed the NehrRska Association for Retard0<l Citizens as a plai~:~ff for
lack of standing (absence of sufficient
interest or
injury,.
The
Assoc.Lation subseq11ent]y joined with the N"ational Center for Law ::rid the
Handicapped as Bmicus curiae (a group with special interest or ~J?ertise
that the Court allows to file a brief on behalf of one of the parLesJ.
On
March 28, 1975, the Court allowed the United States Department of Justice
to become a plaintiff-intervenor or a party to the action.

The Beatrice chapter of the ARC and others opposed to the lawsuit >ft the
ranks of NebARC and helped form the ~ebraska Chapter of th
Mental
Retardation Association of America (MRAA)
(Frohboese & Sales.
1980).
Although concerned with human rights, the '.'IRAA Nebraska Chapter op:c-;ed the
lawsuit on the basis that it would eliminate institutional ca::-:: as an
option} thereby diminishing parental choice in service decisions ::: their
children with mental retardation (Frohboese & Sales, 1980),
On Ac;-1st 27,
1975, the District Court granted the MRAA amicus status.
0

In 1975, the lawsuit was transferred from Lincoln to Omaha, and tc_e trial
commenced before District Judge Albert Schatz.
Shortly after the trial had
begun, the parties entered into negotiations that resulted in e. formal
agreement
representing a
consensus view about how mentally :8tarded
citizens should be served in Nebraska.
This agreement, or Consent Decree,
was approved by the Court on October 31, 1975.
Some of the major features
in the detailed agreement included a guarantee of the protec:ion of
constitutional rights for residents, the creation of a ~ental ,4'etardation
{Panel to draft a plan of implementation for the terms of the agreer:ent, and _
a guideline for reduction of the Beatrice State Developmental Center (BSD~
the name was changed July 1, 1975) population from 1,026 to 250 residents
within three years.

t/v"V The

~tardatic:i

Legislature, however, failed to fund the kJental
t:nel
before it could prepare the plan of implementation,
Eventua:·y, the
parties agreed to a substitute panel consisting of three members,
By
November of 1978,
the panel had prepared and presented a clan of
implementation to Governor Exon.
Charles Thone became governor '.1owever,
and drafted substitute plans.
On November 10, 1980, the third :raft of
Thone, s plan was submitted to the Court.
Supporting the Thone ?~an were
the plaintiff class, the defendants, the guardian ad lit em who c"ad been
court-appointed to represent the interests of the residents, e.nd the
Nebraska chapter of MRAA.
Opposed to the Thone Plan and urging tie Court
to adopt the Panel Plan were the plaintiff-intervenor Unitec States
Department of Justice, the Nebraska Association for Retarded Chilcren, and
the National Center for the Law and the Handicapped.
i

The Court adopted the Thone Plan on September 15, 1981.
The Court reasoned
that the Thone Plan was realistic and just and conformed to the terms of
the initial agreement.
The Court found that the Thone Plan possessed a
number of advantages over the Panel Plan,
First, the Panel Plan required
the Nebraska Mental Retardation Panel to supervise the daily imple=entation
of the plan and Consent Decree, thus intruding on state so\·ereignty.
Second,
the
Court
commended
the Thone Plan for
allowing ?arental
participation in the placement process within the parameters of

the Consent Decr<rn.
A third advantage of the Thone Plan concerned the
ultimate reducti()n in population at BSDC; the Thone Plan enviRioned a
reduction in cPrlifiable resi.<lf!ntial beds to 344 over a five-year period,
as oppose<l to 2SO over a thrP-e-year period as suggested in tho Consent
Decree.
The Court concluded from expert testimony that a goal of 250
residents would be an unreal is tic and arbitrary minimum that could result
in "dumping" individuals, who could be more beneficially served at BSDC,
i_nto community programs inappropriate for the individual's nPeds or prior
to the time that necessary community alternatives could be made available.
The Court held that the Thone Plan provided a more realistic and feasible
goal that would avoid a deleterious "dumping" effect.
The Court pointed out that the Consent Decree did not r~quire a reduction
to 250 residents within three years, but rather, if such condition was not

met, the burden of persuasion would be on the defendants to show the
alternative to be in accordance with the agreement.
In the Court's view,
the Thone Plan met this burden.
The Plan specified a number of guidelines to direct specific implementation
procedures.
These included the following:
1) residents were not to be
moved from BSDC or the regional centers until alternative services
appropriate for the individual were available;
2) placement of each
resident required individual evaluation; 3) any transfer of residents
required input from parents or guardians; 4) a resident could move to a
less
restrictive
alternative
only
if
personal
safety
and
proper
habilitation and care could be guaranteed; 5) to the extent possible, a
cross section of institutionalized persons were to be placed in community
programs;
6) children should be placed with their natural families;
7) community programs should be designed to serve severely handicapped
persons; 8) to the extent possible, each area should provide comprehensive
services; and 9) the immediate emphasis should be placed on providing
community options for persons without severe handicaps.
These goals were designed to assure the human rights of the individual
through an effective system of services.
The Plan purported to support the
following principles:
a.

The right to have needs adequately met in the manner which least
restricts liberty;

b.

The right
needs;

c.

The right to be protected from harm, including the harm caused by
not receiving adequate services;

d.

The right to make grievances,
speedily and fairly;

e.

The right to be in the mainstream of community life as much as
possible consistent with harmonious living and personal health
and safety;

f.

The right to be treated according to one's age and needs;

to

receive

services

necessary

if

any,

to

and

meet

have

basic

them

human

resolved

g.

A servfGe syste.m that has reasonable funding within the overall
limitations imposed by funds avallnhle to operate all aspects of
State government;

h.

A service syste.m that has all types of services regardless of
severity of disability as close to the local level as reasonably
possible and desirable;

i.

A service system that places day-to-day decision-making a11thority
closest to the citizen involved, subje_ct, however, to overall
coordination and ov~rsight from the f11nding level; and

j.

A service system that is open and accessible to public scrutiny.
(p.

10).

In terms of implementation, the Plan provided for individual evaluation of
each member of the class and placement in community programs if deemed the
least restrictive treatment alternative.
The Plan also called for
supervision, evaluation, accreditation, and adequate funding of mental
retardation programs.
The Plan delegated responsibility to OMR to prepare
annual progress reports on the Plan of Implementation and to submit them to
the Governor.
Five of these progress reports were prepared addressing,
point by point, the progress the State had made in implementing the
detailed recommendations found within the Plan (Nebraska Department of
Public Institutions, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985a, 1985b).
With regard to the
lawsuit, the Plan provided that any party may petition the Court for
dismissal of the action after June 30, 1982.
On December 14, 1983, the
defendants filed a motion to dismiss which the Court granted on January 31,
1984.
Other Institutions
The human rights and associated deinstitutional ization movement were also
reflected in the activities of the church-administered institutions,
although less drastically than BSDC.
At Martin Luther Home, a prototype
cottage was constructed in the late 1960s with plans to build more.
With
the advent of the deinstitutionalization movement and t~7 emphasis on
community programming,
further construction was halted.
Bethphage
Mission served over 300 residents in the early 1970s.
Over the next 10 to
15 years, Bethphage underwent its own dl~nstitutionalization drive and
reduced its campus-based clientele to 187.
Both entities shifted their
emphasis to community-based services.

The mental retardation services provided by the regional centers also felt
the impact of the human rights movement.
In the 197~, accreditation and
licensing standards were created to assure quality services.
One of the
primary objectives of these standards was the protection of human rights.
To receive Title XIX funds, facilities, including the regional centers,
were required to meet ICF/MR licensing requirements.
17
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Supra, chapter 4, note 12.
Supra, chapter 4, note 20.

In the early 1970s, the Norfolk Regional Cer,ter :ontlnued to provide
services on its mental retnrd11tion ward.
By 1973·'· th~ lJ.ni.t hA.d failed

I?

ment accredjtfltinn standards, and thus was not 11ce:-:ser1 Rs an
Although improv~m~nts werP. .qttempted, the 1975 '.-:ii_enr;:aJ report

v

/

fCF/MR.
reflected

little hope of m~eting the stAndards without a major ~onstruction project.
The mental retardation unit achieved licensure for a si8onth period in
1976 but, after this period, terminated their program.
Some residents were
reclassified !lnd Rhsorbf':d into other Norfol12~egi'1nal '::entP.r programs while
others were picked 11p by community programs.
At the H1rntings Regional Center (HRC), the Deve:0p~'fn:al ']nit for Children
(DUC) was licensed as an lCF/'lR in November 1977.
[n an atmosphere of
strong anti-institution sentiments, however, g0ver:";::~n: officials
and
mental
2etardation
advocates,
in
1978,
s11gges:.<:;d
~liminrtting
the
2
program.
In July 1978, a public hearing was sondu::ed on the campus of
HRC by state senators.
Parents protested the p:::;gposeri program termination
so vehemently that the suggestion was dropped.""
Eswe·:er, in 1985, the
DCAC~ failed to meet certification from the Department of Health.
By
November 18, 1985, the/}~ was closed and its 14 residents transferred to
the Beatrice State Developmental Center.
In October 1977, the Comprehensive Care Service 'lental Retardation Program
(CCS/MR) (then called the Comprehensive Care Unit) at the Lincoln Regional
Center reczJ-ved accreditation by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of
Hospitals;
however, in February 1979, accreditation was revoked due to
serious violations of the Accreditation Council for 'lentally Retarded and
other Developmentally Disabled Persons (ACMR/DD) standards, particularly
regarding restraint and isolation of a resident.
By October 1979, CCS/MR
had lost its certification as an ICF /MR by the State Department of Heal th.
Staff changes were made shortly thereafter, and tempoo:ary certification was
regained for three-month periods starting in late 1979.
By 1981,
improvements were substantial, and CCS/MR was ful~y certified ~ two
years.
In 1983, CCS/MR obtained certification for three years.
On
December 20, 1984, the Director of the Department

19
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of Public Instltutlons, in response to pt~riodic public controversy, low
staff morale, and complaints made to
e Office of the State Ombudsman,
appointed a task force to study CCS/MR.
The. Director charged the task
forc0 wi_th cizkermining how the needs {,)f thf• 21 persons on the unit could
best be met.
As a result of fund in$ cuts the CCS/MR program was closed
on August 30, 1985, and fa! lowing the Vrecommendat ions of the task force the
residents were transferred to alternate placements including the Beatrice
State
Developmental
Genter,
the NebrRsktl.
Psychiatric
Institute,
and
community-based programs.

Accreditation requirements made it difficult for some facilities to operat~
profitable ICF/MR program.
To be financially feasible, these facilities
req11ired
a
large
number
of
clients,
but
with
the
mood
of
de.institutionalization and the availability of community programs, the
programs had difficulty filling their licensed beds.
Keahaven in Neligh
was licensed as an ICF/MR with a capacity of 24 beds in January of 1977.
However, by November of that year it terminated its license.
Rest Haven
(eventually renamed Sandhills Manor) at Broken Bow was licensed for 24 beds
in 1977, but could only attract a maximum
12 to 15 residents.
The
facility discontinued the program in 1979.
Haven Home in Kenesaw
obtained ICF/MR licensure for 12 beds in 1977 and an additional 12 beds in
1980.
The program served a maximum of 18 residents and was discontinued in
28
1981.
Blue Valley Lutheran Home obtained ICF /MR licensure for 85 beds
in December 1977.
The program was discontinued in 1982 because 2~
difficulties
in
attracting
eligible
clients
and
qualified staff.
Beighley Care Home in Lincoln was licensed as an ICF /MR in 1976, but had
problems meeting accreditation standards.
In 1981, the administration of
the program was assumed by Bethphage Mission, Inc.
Today, the only private
ICF /MR not administered by Martin Luther Home or Bethphage Mission is the
Omaha Developmental Center (ODC) which attained ICF /MR licensure in 1980.
ODC had its license revoked later in 1980, but corrected the deficiencies
and obtained relicensure.
!1

'1"J

The human rights model was the direct force behind deinstitutionalization
and
improvement
of
the
conditions
for
those
who
remained
institutionalized.
The human rights model continues to be a basic theme
today and provides standards by which all services are judged.
26
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9.

Conclusion
---·--

that hRv0. the greatest impact upon thn present syst~m are
normal_iz,1tion/deve1opmPntal and humRn ri.ghts rnodP-ls.
The commnnJty
perspective, while initiRl ly very influential, was a Lransitory model that

The

two models

the

has

now

been

subsumed

by

the

current

guiding

paradigms.

Despite

the

consensual adoption of these models, diverse perspectives remain.
It is doubtlessly true t.h11t in society there are citizens adhering to each
of the six models or combinations of these.
Some may believe that mental
retardation services should be limited to the educatLon of children with
mAntal retardation; othPrs may believe that all persons with mental
rP..tardation shonld rece i.ve benevolent cus todia 1 carP. where they can be.
protected from society; some may still perceive of mentally retarded
persons as "different" and therefore, threatening.
Others may propose an
extr~me form of the community model believing that all persons with mental
retardation can and should be served in the community.
Still others will
form concepts from the current community, normalization/developmental, and
human rights models.
It is difficult to evaluate the current consensus of
the citizenry at this time.
The civil rights concP,rn does not appear to be
as common as it was 10, 20, and 30 years ago.
The developmental model
associated with the rise of the humanist philosophy is no longer novel.
The community model was a transitory paradigm designed to meet existing
needs and has been incorporated into the current perspective.
The
educational model was a precursor of the developmental model and, hence,
has also been incorporated into the new perspective.
Although asylum and
social control perspectives exist,
it is unpopular to express such
notions.
1

The previous guiding philosophies
for
Nebraska's mental
retardation
services arose by historical accident.
Service designs can be traced to
the influence of a general public attitude toward persons with mental
retardation or to dedicated groups of individuals that bucked the dominant
philosophies with new ideals.
From this evolution of historical models,
Nebraska has arrived at a service structure that is renowned for the
excellence of some of its programs.

,/

/

//

r/

It is often easier to identify the models of the past then i t is to
characterize the dominance of certain thinking in the present.
It is clear
today in the field of mental retardation that there continues to be strong
influence
of
the
ideas
of
human
rights,
normalization,
and
the
developmental model.
On the other hand, however, there are signs of change
and new challenges.
Nebraska is embarking on an era where educational
models of mental retardation will have guided the response for children
with mental retardation, and the adult service system is now currently
receiving
new
clients,
the
majority
of
whom
have
never
been
institutionalized.
On the other end of the spectrum is the aging of the
mental retardation population, many of whom in past decades would have
never lived to be elderly.
New technologies are allowing for innovations
in independent living and -~t:,ional options.
New approaches to services
delivery, such as suppor~·!employment, offer more opportunities for
integration within the main stream of community life.
There are still
vestiges of community versus institution orientations, but there are also
signs that those divisive distinctions are waning and attention is being
turned to other challenging problems such as the waiting list, better
;;;

community
integrRtion,
and more
innovA.tive services.
A significant
chArRcteristic of today is that mentally retarded pP.:rsons themselves are
heginnfng Lo havP.: a voice in the constr11ction of societal models regarding
men ta I rntardat ion services.
Through "'If advocacy efforts (Williams &
Shoultz, 1982) Ne.braska's mentally retarded citizens are putting forth
their own models of how one should view the disabilities associated wl.th
mental retardation and the way in which those disabilities should be
addressed.

/

!./

Nebraskans have good reason to be proud of the history of commitment thRt
the State has madP to its citizens with mental retardation.
The proh1ems
facing the field of mental retardation today are not insurmountable.
As
shown by our history, Nebraskans have responded to past challenges of
establishing and providing quality men ta 1 ret.~at ion services.
The
citizens of this State are at a crossroad.
Now1 ij..>t;Jie time to take action
'---.C.--·
and plan in a systematic way an effective response to the challenges
confronting us.
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